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ABSTRACT
The ALPINE-ALMA large program targets the [CII] 158 µm line and the far-infrared continuum in 118 spectroscopically confirmed star-forming
galaxies between z=4.4 and z=5.9. It represents the first large [CII] statistical sample built in this redshift range. We present details of the data
processing and the construction of the catalogs. We detected 23 of our targets in the continuum. To derive accurate infrared luminosities and
obscured star formation rates, we measured the conversion factor from the ALMA 158 µm rest-frame dust continuum luminosity to the total
infrared luminosity (LIR) after constraining the dust spectral energy distribution by stacking a photometric sample similar to ALPINE in ancillary
single-dish far-infrared data. We found that our continuum detections have a median LIR of 4.4×1011 L. We also detected 57 additional continuum
sources in our ALMA pointings. They are at lower redshift than the ALPINE targets, with a mean photometric redshift of 2.5±0.2. We measured
the 850 µm number counts between 0.35 and 3.5 mJy, improving the current interferometric constraints in this flux density range. We found a slope
break in the number counts around 3 mJy with a shallower slope below this value. More than 40 % of the cosmic infrared background is emitted
by sources brighter than 0.35 mJy. Finally, we detected the [CII] line in 75 of our targets. Their median [CII] luminosity is 4.8×108 L and their
median full width at half maximum is 252 km/s. After measuring the mean obscured SFR in various [CII] luminosity bins by stacking ALPINE
continuum data, we find a good agreement between our data and the local and predicted SFR-L[CII] relations of De Looze et al. (2014) and Lagache
et al. (2018). The ALPINE products are publicly available at https://cesam.lam.fr/a2c2s/.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the early formation of the first massive galaxies
is an important goal of modern astrophysics. At z>4, most of
our constraints come from redshifted UV light, which probes the
unobscured star formation rate (SFR). Except for few very bright
objects (e.g., Walter et al. 2012; Riechers et al. 2013; Watson
et al. 2015; Capak et al. 2015; Strandet et al. 2017; Zavala et al.
2018; Jin et al. 2019; Casey et al. 2019), we have much less
information about dust-obscured star formation, i.e. the UV light
absorbed by dust and re-emitted in the far infrared. To accurately
measure the star formation history in the Universe, we need to
know both the obscured and unobscured parts (e.g., Madau &
Dickinson 2014; Maniyar et al. 2018).
With its unprecedented sensitivity, the Atacama large mil-
limeter array (ALMA) is able to detect both the dust continuum
and the brightest far-infrared and submillimeter lines in "normal"
galaxies at z> 4. However, this remains a difficult task for blind
surveys. For instance, current deep field observations detect only
a few continuum sources at z>4 after tens of hours of observa-
tions (e.g., Dunlop et al. 2017; Aravena et al. 2016; Franco et al.
2018; Hatsukade et al. 2018). Targeted observations of known
sources from optical and near-infrared spectroscopic surveys are
usually more efficient. For instance, Capak et al. (2015) detected
four objects at z>5 using a few hours of observations.
The [CII] fine structure line at 158um is mainly emitted by
dense photodissociation regions, which are the outer layers of gi-
ant molecular clouds (Hollenbach & Tielens 1999; Stacey et al.
2010; Gullberg et al. 2015), although it can also trace the diffuse
(cold and warm) neutral medium (Wolfire et al. 2003), and to a
lesser degree the ionized medium (e.g., Cormier et al. 2012). It
is one of brightest galaxy lines across the electromagnetic spec-
trum. In addition, at z>4, it is conveniently redshifted to the
>850 µm atmospheric windows. This line has a variety of dif-
ferent scientific applications, since it can be used to probe the
interstellar medium (e.g., Zanella et al. 2018), the SFR (e.g.,
De Looze et al. 2014; Carniani et al. 2018a), the gas dynamics
(e.g., De Breuck et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2020), or outflows (e.g.,
Maiolino et al. 2012; Gallerani et al. 2018; Ginolfi et al. 2020b).
It has now been detected in ∼35 galaxies at z>4, but most of
them are magnified by lensing and/or starbursts and only one
third of them are normal star-forming systems (see compilation
in Lagache et al. 2018).
Over the past several years, numerous theoretical studies
have focused on the exact contribution of the various gas phases
(e.g., Olsen et al. 2017; Pallottini et al. 2019) and the effects of
metallicity (Vallini et al. 2015; Lagache et al. 2018), gas dynam-
ics (Kohandel et al. 2019), and star-formation feedback (Katz
et al. 2017; Vallini et al. 2017; Ferrara et al. 2019) on the [CII]
emission, which is nowadays the most studied long-wavelength
line at z>4.
The rest-frame ∼160 µm dust continuum and the [CII] line
can be observed simultaneously by ALMA and are the easiest
and the most promising features to understand obscured star for-
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mation at z>4. The ALMA Large Program to INvestigate [CII] at
Early times (ALPINE) aims to build the first large sample with
a coherent selection process at z>4, increasing by an order of
magnitude the size of the pioneering Capak et al. (2015) sample.
Le Fèvre et al. (2019) describe the goals of the survey and Faisst
et al. (2020) present the sample selection and the properties of
galaxies in the sample, measured from ancillary data. In this pa-
per, we present the processing of the ALPINE data from the raw
data to the catalogs and immediate scientific results such as the
basic dust and [CII] properties of the ALPINE targets together
with the number counts and redshift distribution of the serendip-
itous continuum detections.
In Sect. 2, we describe the ALPINE data processing and the
main products (maps and cubes). In Sect. 3, we explain how we
built the continuum source catalog and characterized the perfor-
mance of our method (purity, completeness, and photometric ac-
curacy). In Sect. 4, we derive a reliable conversion factor from
the 158 µm rest-frame dust continuum to the total infrared lu-
minosity (LIR, 8–1000 µm) and the infrared SFR (SFRIR) using
the stacking of ancillary single-dish data at the position of pho-
tometric samples similar to ALPINE. In Sect. 5, we discuss the
continuum properties of ALPINE detections and the statistical
properties of non-target sources found in the fields (redshift dis-
tribution, number counts). In Sect. 6, we describe the procedure
used to generate and validate the [CII] spectra and catalog. In
Sect 7, we discuss the properties of the [CII] detections (lumi-
nosity, width, velocity offset) and we briefly discuss the correla-
tion between SFR and [CII] luminosity.
In this paper, we assume Chabrier (2003) initial mass func-
tion (IMF) and a ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3,
and H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc.
2. Data processing
2.1. Observations
The ALPINE-ALMA large program (2017.1.00428.L, PI: Le
Fèvre) targeted 122 individual 4.4 < zspec < 5.9 and
SFR&10 M/yr galaxies with known spectroscopic redshifts
from optical ground-based observations. The construction and
the physical properties of the sample is described in Le Fèvre
et al. (2019) and Faisst et al. (2020), respectively. The ALPINE
sample contains sources from both the cosmic evolution survey
(COSMOS) field and the Chandra deep field south (CDFS).
In this redshift range, the [CII] line falls in the band 7 of
ALMA (275 –373 GHz). To avoid an atmospheric absorption
feature, no source has been included between z=4.6 and 5.1. In
order to minimize the calibration overheads, we created many
groups of two sources with similar redshift, which are observed
using the same spectral setting. In our sample, the typical optical
line width is σ ∼100 km/s (or FWHM∼235 km/s). At the tar-
geted frequency, the coarse resolution (∆νchannel = 31.250 MHz)
offered by the Time Division Mode (TDM) is sufficient to re-
solve our lines (∆vchannel = 25-35 km/s) and results in a total
size of our raw data below 3 TB for the whole sample. The [CII]
lines of the targeted sources are covered by two contiguous spec-
tral windows (1.875 GHz each), while we placed two remaining
spectral windows in the other side band to optimize the band-
width and thus the continuum sensitivity. To maximize the in-
tegrated flux sensitivity, we requested compact array configura-
tions (C43-1 or C43-2) corresponding to a >0.7 arcsec resolution
to avoid diluting the flux of our sources into several synthesized
beams.
We aimed for a 1-σ sensitivity on the integrated [CII] lumi-
nosity L[CII] of 0.4×108 L assuming a line width of 235 km/s.
As shown in Sect. 7.3, this sensitivity was reached on aver-
age by our observations. At higher redshift (lower frequency),
we need to reach a lower noise in Jy/beam to obtain the same
luminosity (∼0.2 mJy/beam in 235 km/s band at z=5.8 versus
∼0.3 mJy/beam in the same band at z=4.4). In contrast, at low
frequency, the noise is lower because of the higher atmospheric
transmission and the lower receiver temperature. The two effects
compensate each other and the integration times are similar for
our entire redshift range (15-25 min on source). Each schedul-
ing block containing the observations of the calibrators and two
sources can be observed using a single 50 min–1h15min execu-
tion. In total, we had 61 scheduling blocks (SBs) for a total of
69.3 h including overheads.
ALPINE was selected in cycle 5 and most of the observa-
tions were completed during this period. Between 2018/05/08
and 2018/07/16, 102 of our sources were observed. Observa-
tions had to be stopped from mid-July to mid-August because of
exceptional snowstorms. Two additional sources were observed
after the snow storms (2018/08/20). After that, the configuration
was too extended and the 18 last sources were carried over in cy-
cle 6. They were observed between 2019/01/09 and 2019/01/11.
We realized during the data analysis that four ALPINE
sources were observed two times with different names:
vuds_cosmos_5100822662 and DEIMOS_COSMOS_514583,
vuds_cosmos_5101288969 and DEIMOS_COSMOS_679410,
vuds_cosmos_510786441 and DEIMOS_COSMOS_455022,
vuds_efdcs_530029038 and CANDELS_GOODSS_15. In the
rest of the paper, we use the VIMOS ultra deep survey (VUDS)
name of these objects. We thus combined the two ALPINE ob-
servations of each of these sources to obtain deeper cubes and
maps. Our final sample contains 118 objects.
2.2. Pipeline calibration and data quality
The data were initially calibrated at the observatory using the
standard ALMA pipeline of the Common Astronomy Software
Applications package (CASA) software (McMullin et al. 2007).
We checked the automatically-generated calibration reports and
identified a few antennae with suspicious behaviors (e.g., phase
drifts in the bandpass calibration, unstable phase or gain so-
lutions, anomalously low gains or high system temperatures),
which were not flagged by the pipeline. For example, we had
to flag the DV19 antenna for all the cycle 6 observations, for
which the bandpass phase solution drifted by ∼180 deg/GHz in
the XX polarization. For half of the observations, no problems
were found and we used directly the data calibrated by the ob-
servatory pipeline. Most of the other observations were usually
good with only 1 or 2 antennae with possible problems. Four
SBs have between 3 and 5 potentially problematic antennae.
Considering the very low impact of a single antenna on the fi-
nal sensitivity, we thus decided to be conservative and fully flag
these suspicious antennae and subsequently excised them from
our analysis.
While the reduction process was generally smooth, we en-
countered a couple minor issues. The pipeline sometimes flagged
the channels of a spectral window overlapping with the noisy
edge channels of another spectral window. It was solved by
adding the fracspw=0.03125 option to the hifa_flagdata task be-
fore re-running the pipeline script from the observatory. This
option flags the edge channels corresponding to 3.125 % of the
width of the spectral window, while the default is to flag two
channels on each side in TDM mode, i.e. 4/128 = 0.0315. In the-
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Fig. 1. Upper pannel: 345 GHz flux density of the flux calibrators
used by the ALPINE survey (the J1058+0133, J0854+2006, and J0522-
3627 quasars) as a function of time. The grey areas indicate when the
ALPINE targets were observed (see Sect. 2.1). The only quasar used for
CDFS targets (J0522-3627) is plotted with a dashed line, while solid
lines are used for the calibrators of COSMOS sources. Lower panel:
spectral index versus time. This spectral index is estimated using the
band-7 and band-3 flux from the calibrator monitoring performed by
the observatory (see Sect. 2.3).
ory, this command is equivalent to the default routine. In prac-
tice, it is not affected by the subtle bug flagging the channels of
the other spectral windows when they overlap, which solves our
problem. In a few cases, the pipeline used an inconsistent num-
bering of the spectral windows and we had to manually correct
these problematic SBs.
2.3. Flux calibrators variability and calibration uncertainties
The stability of the flux calibration over our entire survey is par-
ticularly important to interpret the sample statistically. We thus
checked that the quasars used as secondary flux calibrators were
reasonably stable across the ALPINE observations. These sec-
ondary calibrators are J1058+0133 and J0854+2006 for the tar-
gets in the COSMOS field and J0522-3627 for the ones in the
CDFS. We downloaded the data from their flux monitoring by
the observatory and calibrated using a well-known primary cal-
ibrator1. In Fig. 1, we present the evolution of their band-7 flux
density and the spectral index determined using their measured
band-7 and band-3 fluxes.
The three quasars are reasonably stable between two succes-
sive observations and in particular during the ALPINE observa-
1 https://almascience.eso.org/sc/
tions (grey area in Fig. 1). The standard deviation of the rela-
tive difference between two successive data points is only 0.059,
0.060 and 0.031 for J0522-3627, J0854+2006, and J1058+0133,
respectively. In the figure, the variability of J0522-3627 could
seem larger than J0854+2006. However, the actual relative varia-
tions between two successive observations are similar. The larger
flux of J0522-3627 highlighting small relative variations in our
linear-scale plot and the presence of long-term trends at the scale
of several months can give this wrong impression. The maxi-
mum relative deviation between two successive visits is 0.20 and
happened in J0854+2006 in November 2018, when ALPINE ob-
servations were not scheduled. Except this outlier, the maximal
variation is 0.13. Usually, the last measurements performed by
the quasar monitoring survey are used to determine the flux ref-
erence to calibrate a science observation. We can thus expect
that the calibration uncertainty coming from the variability of
the quasars is usually 6% with 13 % outliers.
The frequency reference used for this monitoring is
345 GHz. However, for the highest redshift object of our sam-
ple, the spectral setup is centered around 283 GHz. The obser-
vatory uses the previously-measured spectral index measured
using band-7 and band-3 data to derive the expected flux at
the observed frequency. If this index varies too much between
two monitorings, it could be a problem. The standard devia-
tion of the spectral index between two successive monitorings
is 0.075, 0.069, and 0.050 for J0522-3627, J0854+2006, and
J1058+0133, respectively. This corresponds to an uncertainty of
1.5 %, 1.4 %, and 1.0 % on the extrapolation of the flux from
345 GHz to 283 GHz. The largest jump (0.22 in J0522-3627)
corresponds to 4.5 %. The typical 1-σ uncertainty of the cali-
bration thus is 7.5 % for J0522-3627 and J0854+2006 and 4 %
for J1058+0133 combining linearly the flux and spectral index
uncertainties to be conservative and for the source requiring the
most uncertain frequency interpolation. Our calibration uncer-
tainty caused by quasar variability is thus slightly smaller than
the typical 10% of uncertainty of interferometric calibrations.
2.4. Data cube imaging and production of [CII] moment-0
maps
The datacube were imaged using the tclean CASA routine us-
ing 0.15 arcsec pixels to well sample the synthesized beam (6
pixels per beam major axis in the field with the sharpest synthe-
sized beam). The clean algorithm is run down to a flux thresh-
old of 3σnoise, where σnoise is the standard deviation measured
in a previous non-primary-beam-corrected cube after masking
the sources. The determination of the final clean threshold is
thus the result of an iterative process. The noise converges very
quickly with negligible variations between the second and the
third iteration. In practice, the exact choice of the clean thresh-
old has a very low impact on the final flux measurements, since
our pointings mostly contain one or a few sources, which are
rarely bright. In addition, the natural weighting produces side-
lobes and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sources can produce
non-negligible artifacts in the dirty maps or unproperly cleaned
maps. We checked that the amplitude of the largest sidelobes are
below 10 % of the peak of the main beam. The sidelobe residuals
after cleaning down to 3σ should thus be below 0.3σ.
The standard ALPINE products were produced using a natu-
ral weighting of the visibilities. This choice maximizes the point-
source sensitivity and produces a larger synthesized beam than
other weighting schemes, which limits the flux spreading across
several beams for slightly extended sources. These cubes are
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thus optimized to measure integrated properties of ALPINE tar-
gets.
We also produced continuum-free cubes. The continuum was
subtracted in the uv-plane using the uvcontsub CASA routine.
This routine takes as input a user-provided range of channels
containing line emission, and masks them before fitting a flat
continuum model (order 0) to the visibilities. To identify the
channels to mask, we used the line properties determined us-
ing the method presented in Sect. 6. We use several iterations
of the cube production and the line extraction to obtain the fi-
nal version of these products. To avoid any line contamination,
we chose to be conservative and excluded all the channels up to
3-σv from the central frequency of the best Gaussian fit of the
line. When a [CII] spectrum exhibits a non-Gaussian excess in
the wings, we masked manually an additional ∼0.1–0.2GHz to
produce conservative continuum-free cubes.
Finally, we generated maps of the [CII] integrated in-
tensity by summing all the channels containing the line
emission, i.e. the moment-0 maps defined as M(x, y) =∑Nchannel
k=1 S ν(x, y, k) ∆vchannel(k), where S ν(x, y, k) is flux density in
the channel k at the position (x,y) and ∆vchannel(k) is the ve-
locity width of channel k. The integration windows were man-
ually defined using the first extraction of the spectra as shown
in Fig. C.1, C.2, and C.3. Contrary to the continuum subtracted
cubes, the integration window is not defined in a conservative
way (see Sect. 6.1), but designed to avoid adding noise from
channels without signal in the moment-0 maps.
2.5. Continuum imaging
We produced continuum maps using the similar method as for
the cubes (same clean routine, pixel sizes, and weighting as in
Sect. 2.4), except that the continuum maps were produced us-
ing multi-frequency synthesis (MFS, Conway et al. 1990) rather
than the channel-by-channel method used for the cubes. The
MFS technique exploits the fact that various continuum chan-
nels probe various positions in the uv plane to better reconstruct
2-dimensional continuum maps. We excluded the same line-
contaminated channels as for the uv-plane continuum subtrac-
tion used to produce the cubes. Only the lines of the ALPINE tar-
get sources were excluded. Some off-center continuum sources
with lines were serendipitously detected in the field. A spe-
cific method has been used to measure their continuum flux (see
Sect. 3.4).
Some sources could be significantly more extended than
the synthesized beam. To detect them, in addition to natural-
weighted maps, we also produced lower-resolution uv-tapered
maps, i.e. maps imaged assigning a lower weighting to the vis-
ibilities corresponding to small scales. We used a Gaussian 1.5-
arcsec-diameter tapering. In Sect. 3.1, we will discuss the ex-
traction of the sources using simultaneously the normal and the
tapered maps.
2.6. Achieved beam sizes and sensitivities
The achieved synthesized beam size varies with the frequency
and the exact array configuration, when each source was ob-
served. The average size of minor axis is 0.85 arcsec (minimum
of 0.72 arcsec and maximum of 1.04 arcsec), while the average
major axis size is 1.13 arcsec (minimum of 0.9 arcsec and max-
imum of 1.6 arcsec). Our data follow the requirements on the
beam size (>0.7 arcsec). The mean ratio between major and mi-
nor axis is 1.3 and the largest value is 1.8.
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Fig. 2. Achieved [CII] (upper panel) and continuum (lower panel) RMS
sensitivities. The blue dots indicate the values measured in individual
fields and the red squares the mean values in the two redshift windows.
The red error bars on the plots are the standard deviation in each red-
shift range. The actual uncertainties on the mean values are indeed
√
N
times smaller (central-limit theorem) and are smaller than the size of
the squares. Since the [CII] sensitivities were measured using differ-
ent bandwidths because of the different line widths, we normalized the
measurements to a bandwidth of 235 km/s by dividing our raw mea-
surements by
√
∆v/(235 km/s). The solid black lines indicate the trend
of the [CII] flux I[CII] and continuum flux S(1+z)158 µm versus frequency
(and thus redshift) at constant [CII] luminosity L[CII] and fixed infrared
luminosity LIR, respectively.
The [CII] sensitivity was measured on the moment-0 maps.
The mean integrated line flux root mean square (RMS) sen-
sitivity is 0.14 Jy km/s. The mean sensitivity is better in the
low-frequency range (283-315 GHz, 5.1 < z < 5.9) with
0.11±0.04 Jy km/s than in the high-frequency range (345–
356 GHz, 4.3<z<4.6) with 0.17±0.04 Jy km/s. A difference of
sensitivity between fields observed at similar frequency can also
be caused by different widths of the velocity window used to in-
tegrate the line fluxes. In Fig. 2 (upper panel), we show the sensi-
tivity versus frequency achieved in each field after renormalizing
the effect caused by the different bandwidths used to produce the
moment-0 maps of our targets. The mean sensitivities at the low
and the high frequency (red squares) follow very well the trend
expected from a constant [CII] luminosity. This is not surpris-
ing, since the survey was designed to have this property, but it is
good to actually achieve it with the real data. However, beyond
this very smooth overall trend, there is a large scatter around
the mean behavior, since sources were observed under different
weather conditions and variable number of good antennae.
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Fig. 3. Purity as a function of the SNR threshold. The results obtained
around the center of the pointings (1 arcsec radius) are in blue. The re-
sults in the full field are in red. The dotted lines show the SNR at which
the 95 % is reached.
The continuum sensitivity also varies with the frequency. For
the sources in the 4.3<z<4.6 range (345–356 GHz), the mean
sensitivity is 50 µJy/beam. We obtained a better sensitivity for
5.1 < z < 5.9 sources (283-315 GHz) with an average value of
28 µJy/beam. The slope of the continuum sensitivity versus fre-
quency is steeper than the continuum flux density versus redshift
at fixed infrared luminosity LIR (see the solid black line in Fig. 2
upper panel, computed assuming the Bethermin et al. 2017 spec-
tral energy distribution template as discussed in Sect. 4). This
means that our L[CII]-limited survey is paradoxically able to de-
tect to detect galaxies with lower LIR at higher redshift.
The performances obtained in each pointing are listed in Ta-
ble A.1.
3. Continuum catalog
3.1. Source extraction method, detection threshold and purity
To extract the continuum sources, we created signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) maps. We started from the non-primary-beam-
corrected map, i.e. maps not corrected for the low gain of the
antennae far from the pointing center (normally the same as the
phase center if the pointing is correct). These maps have the con-
venient property to have a similar noise level in the center and
on the edge of the antennae field of view. We checked this by
comparing the noise in the inner and outer regions of the maps
(the border was set at 10 arcsec from the center) and found only
a 0.7 % higher noise in the center on average. This small ex-
cess may be caused by faint undetected sources in the central
region, where the primary gain of the antennae is higher. The
noise is computed using the standard deviation of the maps af-
ter excluding the pixels closer than 1 arcsec to the phase center
(possibly contaminated by our ALPINE target) and applying a
3-σ clipping to avoid any noise overestimation due to serendipi-
tous bright continuum sources. The final SNR maps are obtained
by dividing the non-primary-beam-corrected map by the esti-
mated noise. The source are then extracted by searching for lo-
cal maxima using the find_peak of astropy (Astropy Collabora-
tion et al. 2013a). To avoid missing extended sources, we apply
the same procedure to the tapered continuum maps (Sect. 2.5)
and merge the two extracted catalogs. For the sources present in
both catalogs, we use the position measured in the non-tapered
maps, where the synthesized beam is sharper. Practically, very
few sources have a higher SNR in the tapered map due to their
much higher noise.
The choice of the SNR threshold is crucial. If it is too low,
the sample will be contaminated by peaks of noise and the purity
will be very low. If it is too high, the faint sources will be missed.
We estimated the purity of the extracted sample as a function of
the SNR by comparing the number of detections in the positive
and the negative maps. The purity is computed using:
purity =
Npos − Nneg
Npos
=
Nreal
Nreal + Nspurious
, (1)
where Npos is the number of detections in the positive map,
which is also the sum of the Nreal real and the Nspurious spuri-
ous sources. The average expected number of spurious sources
in the positive and negative maps should be the same because
the noise in our data is symmetrical. This is why we use the
same Nspurious notation for both. Nneg is the number of detections
in the negative map. Since we do not expect any real source with
a negative flux in our data, this number is equal to the number
of spurious sources (Nneg = Nspurious). Of course, this is only true
on average and Eq. 1 is only valid when N is large. The purity
of the sample extracted from all the pointings as a function of
the SNR threshold is presented in Fig. 3 (in red for the full field).
The uncertainties are computed assuming Poisson statistics. The
95 % purity is reached for a SNR of 5.05 and we decided to cut
our catalog at the standard 5σ.
Out of the 67 sources detected above 5σ, only 11 of them are
close enough to the phase center to be potentially associated to
an ALPINE target. However, when trying to detect a source close
to the center of the field, we explore a much smaller number
of synthesized beams (lower risk to detect high-SNR serendipi-
tous sources) and a larger fraction of these beams are expected
to contain a real source (higher ratio between real and spurious
detections). Therefore, the SNR at which we reach 95 % com-
pleteness should be lower than in the entire field. We thus esti-
mated the purity versus SNR considering only the central region
of each pointing. The distribution of the distance of the detec-
tions to the phase center has a bump at small distance with a
1-σ width of 0.4 arcsec. Spatial offsets are discussed in Faisst
et al. (2020). We thus decided to use a 1 arcsec radius to define
the central region, which should contain 98.7 % of the ALMA
continuum counterparts of our targets. In this small region, we
found no SNR>5 source and only two SNR>3 sources in the
negative map. To reduce the statistical uncertainties on Nneg, we
computed the number of sources in the total survey and rescaled
by the ratio between the sum of the areas of the 118 central re-
gions and the total imaged area of the survey. The final result is
presented in Fig. 3 (blue curve). We reach a purity of 95 % for a
SNR=3.5 cut. With this new threshold, we obtain 23 detections
in the central regions, doubling the number of detected target
sources.
We call target sample the sources extracted in the 1-arcsec
central regions and non-target sample the objects found outside
of this area. The cutout images of these sources are shown in
Fig. B.1, Fig. B.2, and Fig. B.3. The position and the SNR of our
target and non-target detections are provided in Tables B.1 and
B.3, respectively.
3.2. Photometry
Many methods can be used to measure the flux of compact
sources in interferometric data. These methods have various
strengths and weaknesses. We thus decided to derive flux density
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values using four different map-based methods: peak flux, ellip-
tical Gaussian fitting, aperture photometry, and integration of the
signal in the 2-σ contours. The first three methods are standard to
analyze interferometric data. These four measurements are made
automatically to allow us to perform easily Monte Carlo simu-
lations to validate them. In Sect. 3.5, we check the consistency
between these methods.
All our measurements have been performed in the cleaned
maps. Given that complex artifacts can appear during the clean-
ing process, as a test we performed the same measurements in
the uncleaned (dirty) maps and found an excellent agreement in
all the pointings, which do not contain bright sources producing
side lobes.
The most basic method is to measure the peak flux of the
source. The uncertainty is derived by dividing the noise mea-
sured in the non-primary-beam-corrected map by the gain of the
primary beam at the position of the source. While this method is
optimal to measure point-source flux densities, it underestimates
the flux of extended sources.
A simple way to measure the flux of compact marginally-
resolved sources is fitting a two-dimension elliptical Gaussian.
We used the astropy fitting tools (Astropy Collaboration et al.
2013b; Price-Whelan et al. 2018) and chose a 3 arcsec fit-
ting box. The flux density of the source is just the integral of
this Gaussian divided by the integral of the synthesized beam
normalized to unity at its peak. The sources for which this
method does not perform well are the extended clumpy or non-
axisymetrical sources, which are not well fitted by an elliptical
Gaussian. The uncertainties can be difficult to compute, since
the noise in interferometric maps is correlated at the scale of the
synthesized beam. We use the formalism of Condon (1997), who
proposed a simplified formalism to propagate the uncertainties.
Aperture photometry, i.e. the integration of flux in a circular
aperture, relies on fewer assumptions than the previous method.
We used the routine from the astropy photutils package. The
aperture radius needs to be chosen carefully. If it is too small,
it will miss extended flux emission from the source. If it is too
large, the relative contribution from the noise increases, which
makes the measurements uncertain. By comparing the mean flux
measured for our sample with different apertures, we showed
that for most of them the flux converges for apertures around
3 arcsec diameter. Beyond that, we do not gain flux anymore,
but the measurements become noisier. We thus chose this aper-
ture for the ALPINE catalog. We estimated the noise σaper using
the following formula:
σaper =
σcenter
Gpb
√
piD2
4 Ωbeam
, (2)
where σcenter is the RMS of the non-primary beam corrected
map, which is also the RMS expected at the center of a given
pointing. Gpb is the gain of the primary beam at the position of
the source, which is unity at the phase center and decreases when
the distance from it increases. σaper is thus higher on the edge of
the field than in the center. In theory, the gain slightly varies
across the aperture, but we checked that using the value at the
center of the aperture is a good approximation. D is the diameter
of the aperture and Ωbeam is the solid angle of the synthesized
beam. The normalization of the noise by the square root of the
ratio between the aperture area and Ωbeam is equivalent to rescal-
ing the noise by the square root of the number of independent
primary beams in the aperture (Nind). We checked the validity
of this approximation by measuring the aperture flux at random
empty positions. Nind varies from 4.2 to 9.2 in the various point-
ings with a mean value of 6.7. The flux uncertainties are thus
on average 2.6 times higher for the aperture photometry than the
peak measurement. This is the main weakness of this method.
Finally, we used another slightly less standard approach in
millimeter interferometry, for which we define a SNR-based
custom region, from which we integrate the source flux. This
method has the advantage to produce smaller integration area for
compact unblended sources than the large standard aperture de-
scribed previously. It is similar to an isophotal magnitude mea-
surement performed in optical astronomy, except that the inte-
gration area is defined in SNR instead of surface brightness.
It is also better suited for sources with complex shapes. How-
ever, it does not deblend the close sources in multi-component
systems, and tends to define very large areas encompassing the
full blended systems (see Appendix D.2). Practically, we define
our integration region as the contiguous area around the source
where the SNR map is higher than 2. This value has been cho-
sen after performing tests on a small subset of our sample. For
point sources close to the SNR threshold, this region is smaller
than the synthesized beam and the flux would be underestimated.
We thus compute the correction to apply by measuring the syn-
thesized beam map produced by CASA using a region with the
exact same shape. Similarly to the aperture method, we compute
the flux uncertainties by rescaling the noise by the square root of
the number of independent synthesized beams in the region. For
simplicity, this method will be called 2-σ clipped photometry in
this paper.
The flux densities measured for our target and non-target
detections can be found in Tables B.1 and B.3. Four of our
continuum detections required a manual measurements of their
flux because they are either multi-component or blended with a
close bright neighbor. These peculiar systems are discussed in
Sect. D.1.
3.3. Upper limits for non-detected target sources
A large fraction of the ALPINE targets are not detected in con-
tinuum (80 %), since our survey is able to detect only the most
star-forming objects of our sample (see Sect. 5.1). To produce
3-σ upper limits, the easiest widely-used approach is to take 3
times the RMS of the noise. Since the target sources are at the
phase center, it is just 3σcenter in our case (see the column called
"aggressive" upper limits in Table B.2). However, these upper
limits are a bit too aggressive. If an intrinsic 2.999σcenter signal
is present at the position of the source and if we assume a flat
prior on the flux distribution of the sources, there is ∼50% prob-
ability that the source is actually brighter than 3σcenter. There-
fore, we produced more robust upper limits by summing 3σcenter
with the highest flux measured 1 arcsec around the phase center
("normal" upper limits in Table B.2). In the extreme case of a
significantly extended source, the source could also be missed
because its peak flux is a small fraction of the integrated source
flux. We produced "secure" upper limits (Table B.2) by applying
the previous process to the tapered maps. We recommend to use
these "secure" upper limits, except in the case of point sources
for which the "normal" ones are appropriate.
3.4. Line contamination of the continuum of non-target
sources
Our continuum maps were produced excluding the channels
contaminated by the [CII] line of the target sources only. The
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Table 1. Continuum flux densities (2D-fit method) of non-target
sources contaminated by a line before and after re-imaging the maps
without the contaminated channels (see Sect. 3.4).
Name of the non-target source Sν Sν
before after
µJy µJy
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_460378 838±128 680±117
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 486±85 392±87
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780 938±120 398±106
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_848185 7662±291 5983±227
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5101210235 1084±210 905±181
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5110377875 3773±169 3512±163
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 172±40 117±33
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 397±94 425±104
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 9898±99 8240±90
[CII] or another line can contaminate the flux density mea-
surements of non-target sources if it is outside of the excluded
frequency range (Sect. 3.2). To identify these problematic cases,
we extracted their spectra and after visual inspection found
9 objects with a possible line contamination. The nature of
these objects will be discussed in Loiacono et al. (in prep.).
We generated new continuum maps, where we masked the
line-contaminated channels of the non-target source instead of
the ALPINE target ones. We then remeasured the continuum
flux using the same method as previously. Table 1 summa-
rizes the impact of this line decontamination. The relative
impact of this correction can vary from a 58 % decrease
of the flux density (SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780)
to a non-statistically-significant increase of the flux
(SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760). It might be sur-
prising that the line-free flux does not decrease signifi-
cantly in some sources compared to the initial measure-
ments (or even increase by a fraction of σ in the case of
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760), but the contaminat-
ing line can sometimes overlap with the [CII]-contaminated
channels of the target source, which were masked initially.
3.5. Consistency of the various photometric methods
Since the photometry of each source was determined using dif-
ferent methods, the consistency between these methods can be
used as a robustness check (see Fig. 4). The 2D-fit, aperture,
and 2σ-clipped measurements are overall in excellent agree-
ment with each other (see the two upper panels of Fig. 4). Even
if most of the measurements are compatible at 1σ with each
other, there is a small proportional offset of -3.4% and +1.4 %
between the aperture photometry and 2σ-clipped photometry,
respectively, and the 2D-fit measurements. This remains negligi-
ble compared to the typical 10 % absolute calibration uncertain-
ties of interferometric observations (see Sect. 2.3).
In order to check how consistent are our measurements, we
computed the uncertainty-normalized difference between two
measurements S method Aν and S
method B
ν :
(S method Aν − S method Bν )√
σ2method A + σ
2
method B
, (3)
where σmethod X is the uncertainty derived for the method X. If
the two measurements would be performed on independent re-
alizations of the noise, the standard deviation of the normalized
difference measured for a large sample should be close to unity.
We found 0.40 and 0.66 for the comparison between aperture
and clipped photometry, respectively, and 2D-fit measurements.
It shows that the three methods are overall consistent at better
than 1σ. It is not surprising to find a value below unity, since
our methods are using the same realization of the noise. We did
not expect to find zero either, since each method tends to weight
the noise in the various pixels in a different way.
The peak photometry does not agree as well with the other
methods and is on average 19 % lower than the 2D-fit flux
(Fig. 4, lower left panel). This clearly indicates that our sources
cannot be considered as point like and that the peak flux is not a
good way to measure their integrated flux. In a Gaussian-profile
case without noise, the ratio between the peak flux and the inte-
grated flux directly depends on the source size and the synthe-
sized beam size. If we note Ωbeam the beam area defined as the
integral of the synthesized beam and Ωsource the integral of the
profile of an extended source after normalizing its peak to unity,
the peak flux S peak is:
S peak = S int
Ωbeam
Ωsource
, (4)
where S int is the integrated flux. The S peak/S int ratio should thus
be inversely proportional to Ωsource/Ωbeam. In the lower right
panel of Fig. 4, we show that this is exactly the trend followed
by our measurements.
3.6. Comparison between map-based and uv-plane
photometry
In millimeter interferometry, we can also measure the flux of
a source directly in the uv-plane. This technique is particularly
powerful to deblend multiple sources and when the uv-coverage
is limited. To perform the uv-fitting, we used the GILDAS2 soft-
ware package MAPPING, which allows us to fit models directly
to the uv visibilities. The use of GILDAS required beforehand to
export our CASA measurement sets to uvfits tables and then to
uvt tables, the GILDAS visibility table format3. We could suc-
cessfully model nine continuum targets4 detected at ≥ 5σ and
without any bright neighbor, using an elliptical Gaussian model
for which the analytical Fourier transform could be fitted to the
merged visibilities of all channels of the 4 spectral windows and
the two polarizations (excluding only channels contaminated by
the [CII] emission line). We derived uv-based flux measurements
for all these targets, marginally resolved in most cases. In Fig 5,
we show the comparison between the map-based 2D-fit method
and the uv-plane approach. All our sources are compatible at 1σ
with the one-to-one relation. This shows that measuring the flux
in map space is sufficient in our case. However, uv-plane model-
ing is critical for size measurements and is presented in Fujimoto
et al. (2020).
3.7. Monte-Carlo source injections
To interpret the statistical properties of non-target detections,
we need to know the completeness in our various pointings as
a function of the source flux density, the source size, and the
distance to the phase center. We used Monte-Carlo source in-
2 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
3 https://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/ARC/documents/filler/
casa-gildas.pdf
4 In this analysis we focused on target sources since they are at the
phase center and thus easier to model.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between our various photometric methods described in Sect. 3.2 for SNR>5 sources. The blue dots are our measurements and
the red line is the one-to-one relation. The upper left, upper right, and lower left panels are the comparison between the 2D-fit flux density (x-axis)
and the aperture, 2σ-clipped, and peak flux densities, respectively. The lower right panel shows the ratio between the peak flux and the 2D-fit flux
as a function of the ratio between the source area (convolved by the synthesized beam) and the synthesized beam area. The dashed line indicates
the expected trend (see Sect. 3.5).
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the 2D-fit flux densities derived in map
space (Sect. 3.2) and the flux determined fitting an elliptical Gaussian
model in the uv plane (Sect. 3.6). The blue dots are our measurements
and the red line is the one-to-one relation.
jections to estimate it, but also to test the reliability of our flux
measurements.
We performed injections of sources using a grid of 4 dif-
ferent intrinsic sizes (FWHM = 0, 0.333, 0.666, and 1 arcsec)
and 18 different non-primary beam corrected flux densities rang-
ing from 0.02 mJy to 1 mJy spaced by 0.1 dex. We injected 10
sources in any given pointing, which is sufficiently small to avoid
overlap problems and sufficiently large to be efficient at getting
a large number of injected sources in a reasonable computing
time. We decided to repeat this task 10 times per set of properties
(size and flux) in order to have 100 objects per size and flux. Be-
cause of our limited computing resources, we limited our study
to Gaussian circular sources and we injected sources directly in
the image space. For each realization, we extracted the sources
and measured their flux using the same exact method as for the
real maps. We consider that a source is recovered if it is found
less than 1 arcsec from its injected position. We checked that the
number of recovered sources are not significantly changed if we
had used 0.5 arcsec instead.
3.8. Completeness
Using the Monte Carlo source injections described in Sect. 3.7,
we can easily derive the completeness for a given injected flux
and size by computing the fraction of recovered sources with
this property. In practice, the primary beam gain (Gpb) decreases
quickly with the distance from the center and the noise is much
larger on the edges of the maps. Consequently, the completeness
depends strongly on the distance between the source and the cen-
ter. However, the local noise can be easily computed by divid-
ing the noise in the center σcenter (estimated in the non-primary-
beam corrected map) by the local primary-beam gain (Gpb). If
we inject sources with similar non-primary-beam-corrected flux
(Gpb S inj), they will have similar SNR whatever their distance to
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Fig. 6. Upper panel: completeness as a function of the continuum
non-primary-beam-corrected flux density (Gpb S inj) achieved for point
sources in various pointings. Middle panel: similar figure after having
divided the non-primary-beam-corrected flux by the noise at the center
of each pointing (σcenter). Various colors (blue, green, yellow, and red)
corresponds to various injected source sizes (FWHM = 0, 0.333, 0.666,
and 1 arcsec, respectively). The solid lines indicate the mean trend of
the various pointings, while the dashed lines indicate the 1-σ envelop.
Lower panel: same plot after normalizing the injected flux by 1/σcenter
and by the source area (Ωsource / Ωbeam). These results are discussed in
Sect. 3.8.
the phase center. The actual flux density, i.e. corrected by the
primary beam gain, of these injected sources will be larger on
the edge than in the center. In Fig. 6 (upper panel), we present
the completeness as a function of Gpb S inj. For clarity, we only
show the results for point sources. While the completeness tends
to zero at low flux and unity at high flux, the flux at which the
transition appears varies significantly from pointing to pointing.
When we normalized the injected non-primary-beam cor-
rected flux by 1/σcenter (middle panel), all the pointings have
a very similar completeness curve for point sources (in blue).
However, the completeness is not the same for all source sizes.
At fixed normalized flux Gpb S inj/σcenter, the completeness is
lower for larger sources. A similar trend was found in the
ALMA-GOODS deep field (Franco et al. 2018). We can also re-
mark that a larger scatter from field to field is obtained for larger
source size.
We used both the normal and the tapered maps to detect our
sources. However, the SNR is usually higher in the normal map.
The peak flux density in the normal map thus is a better proxy
than the integrated flux to guess if a source will be detected or
not by our algorithm searching for SNR peaks. We thus divided
our previously-normalized flux densities by Ωsource/Ωbeam (see
Sect. 3.5) to obtain a good proxy for the effect of the source size
on the detectability. With this last correction, the completeness
does not depend significantly on the source size and the scatter
between pointings is highly reduced for the extended sources
(see Fig. 6 lower panel). We derived the average curve for all
sizes and pointings. The median distance to this average relation
is only 1.2% with a maximum of 4.7 %. We can thus reliably
estimate the completeness based on this average relation from
the source size, the primary-beam gain at its position, and its
flux density.
3.9. Photometric accuracy and flux boosting
We also used our Monte Carlo simulations to test the accuracy of
our photometry. In Fig. 7, we show the mean ratio between the
recovered and injected flux density for our various photomet-
ric methods. For the 2D-fit photometry, the aperture photometry,
and the peak flux in the case of point sources only, we observe
the classical flux boosting effect at low SNR. Indeed, the sources
with an injected flux density corresponding to an intrinsic SNR
slightly lower than the detection threshold will be detected only
if they are on a peak of noise. Their flux densities will thus
be overestimated on average. In contrast, at high SNR, we ex-
pect that the output-versus-input flux density ratio will tend to
unity, since sources located on both positive and negative fluctu-
ations of the noise are detected. The 2σ-clipped method and the
peak photometry of extended sources is more problematic and
the results vary significantly with the size. In particular, even
close to the SNR threshold, the flux densities are underestimated
on average for a source size of 1 arcsec. At high SNR, the 2σ-
clipped method converges slowly to unity. As expected, there is
no convergence for the peak photometry, since the flux of all ex-
tended sources is systematically underestimated even in absence
of noise and thus at high SNR.
We used these results to compute the flux boosting correction
to apply. We computed the flux boosting correction at the SNR
of the source for the immediately lower and higher sizes and
used a linear interpolation to derive the correction to adopt for
our source size.
To summarize, the peak flux density systematically underes-
timates the actual flux density of extended sources. Concerning
the 2σ-clipped method, the flux boosting converges very slowly
at high SNR and the flux boosting is highly size-dependent. Both
aperture and 2D-fit photometry provide good results. We decided
to use the 2D-fit photometry, because of the very small impact
of the size on the deboosting correction to apply. In the follow-
ing sections of this paper, we will use the 2D-fit measurements.
The raw and deboosted flux densities obtained using the 2D-fit
method are listed in Table B.3.
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Fig. 7. Ratio between the injected and recovered flux density as a function of measured SNR (see Sect. 3.9). The upper left, upper right, lower left,
and lower right panels present the results obtained for the 2D-fit, aperture, 2σ-clipped, and peak photometry, respectively. The solid lines indicate
the median and the shaded areas are the 1-σ contours.
Various colors (blue, green, yellow, and red) are used to indicate the various sizes used (FWHM = 0, 0.333, 0.666, and 1 arcsec,
respectively). The dashed horizontal line indicate the one-to-one relation.
3.10. Effective survey area associated with non-target
sources
To derive surface density of sources (also called number counts,
see Sect. 5.3) or luminosity functions of non-target sources
(Gruppioni et al. in prep.), we need to know the effective sur-
face area of our survey as a function of the source properties.
Of course, it varies with the flux density, since only the bright-
est sources can be detected on the edges of the pointing. It also
depends on source size, since compact sources have usually a
better completeness at fixed flux density (Sect. 3.8 and Fig. 6).
In addition, each pointing is observed at a slightly different
frequency. We thus have to take into account that a source de-
tected at a given flux density in a pointing will have a slightly
different flux density in another pointing because of the differ-
ent observed frequency, and consequently a slightly different
completeness. For this reason, we apply a frequency-dependent
correction factor to convert all the flux densities to 850 µm
(353 GHz) assuming the z=2.5 main-sequence spectral energy
distribution (SED) template of the Bethermin et al. (2017) model
(see the redshift distribution of non-target sources in Sect. 5.2
and Fig. 12). Since most of the non-target sources are at z<4 and
thus observed in the Rayleigh-Jeans part of their spectrum, the
continuum slope around 850 µm does not vary significantly with
the redshift and it is thus a fair assumption to assume a single
template.
The effective surface area Ωeff as a function of the source flux
density S 850 and the source size θsource is derived from the com-
pleteness C(S 850, θsource, x, y) at a position (x,y) (see Sect. 3.8)
using:
Ωeff(S 850, θsource) =
∑
pointings
"
C(S 850, θsource, x, y) dΩ. (5)
Since the non-target sources are extracted outside the central
1 arcsec-radius region, we exclude this area from the computa-
tion of the integral.
The result is presented in Fig. 8. As expected, the surface
area at intermediate flux densities varies significantly with the
source size. At bright flux densities (>10 mJy), the completeness
tends to unity and the effective surface area is the total area of all
our pointings5 (24.92 arcmin2). Our survey is ∼3 times smaller
than ALMA-GOODS (Franco et al. 2018) for a similar sensitiv-
ity in mJy. However, typical galaxies are fainter by a factor of
∼2 at 1.1 mm. Our band-7 serendipitous survey thus is a valu-
able complement to the band-6 deep fields (Dunlop et al. 2017;
Aravena et al. 2016; González-López et al. 2017; Franco et al.
2018).
5 The pointings are imaged only in the region where the primary-beam
gain is at least 0.2.
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flux after excluding the central 1-arcsec-radius area where target sources
are extracted. The blue, green, gold, and red lines are the results ob-
tained for a source size of 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1 arcsec, respectively. The
method used to compute the surface area is described in Sect. 3.10.
4. From rest-frame 158µm continuum fluxes to SFR
4.1. Dust spectral energy distribution variation from
low-redshift to high-redshift Universe
The obscured star formation is directly related to the bolomet-
ric luminosity of the dust (SFRIR = 1 × 10−10 M/yr/L × LIR,
Kennicutt 1998 after converting to Chabrier 2003 IMF). LIR is
usually defined as the total luminosity of a galaxy between 8 and
1000 µm. ALPINE continuum photometry is only probing a nar-
row range of wavelength around 158 µm rest-frame. Since we
have only one photometric point available, we thus have to as-
sume a spectral energy distribution (SED) to derive LIR. As dis-
cussed in, e.g., Bouwens et al. (2016), Fudamoto et al. (2017),
and Faisst et al. (2017), the assumption on the dust temperature
of z>4 galaxies has a significant impact on the relation connect-
ing the dust attenuation to the UV continuum slope β or the stel-
lar mass, which will be discussed in Fudamoto et al. (2020).
While the SEDs of z<2 galaxies have been well studied
thanks to Herschel (e.g., Elbaz et al. 2011; Dunne et al. 2011;
Magdis et al. 2012; Berta et al. 2013; Symeonidis et al. 2013;
Magnelli et al. 2014), we have fewer constraints on the SEDs at
higher redshifts. These z<2 studies revealed that the temperature
of normal, star-forming galaxies tends to increase with redshift,
which agrees with the theoretical model predictions (e.g., Cow-
ley et al. 2017a; Imara et al. 2018; Behrens et al. 2018). Because
of the confusion noise, Herschel can detect only the brightest
galaxies (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2010). However, some interesting
constraints up to z∼4 were obtained using stacking analysis of
galaxies selected using photometric redshifts (e.g., Béthermin
et al. 2015b; Schreiber et al. 2015), Lyman-break selections (e.g.,
Álvarez-Márquez et al. 2016), and low-redshift analogs of z>5
galaxies (Faisst et al. 2017). According to these studies, temper-
ature seems to continue to increase up to z∼4. So far, we have
very few constraints about what happens at z>4, which is critical
to interpret the ALPINE survey.
In this section, we present a stacking analysis adapted from
Béthermin et al. (2015a) to derive an average empirically-based
conversion from the 158 µm monochromatic continuum flux
density to LIR and SFR.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the Álvarez-Márquez et al. (2016, blue
dashed line), Schreiber et al. (2018, orange dot-dashed line), and
Bethermin et al. (2017, red solid line) IR SED templates and the ob-
served mean SEDs of SFR>10 M/yr galaxies measured by stacking
(black dots, see Sect. 4.2). The black dotted line is the best fit of the
λrest−frame > 40 µm data points by a modified blackbody with β fixed to
1.8 (the temperature in the legend is provided in the rest frame). The
upper and lower panels correspond to 4<z<5 and 5<z<6, respectively.
4.2. Mean stacked SEDs of ALPINE analogs in the
COSMOS field
Béthermin et al. (2015a) used a mean stacking analysis (with-
out source weighting) of Herschel and complementary ground-
based measurements in the COSMOS field to derive the mean
SEDs of z<4 galaxies. We used the same Herschel6 (Pilbratt
6 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments pro-
vided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with impor-
tant participation from NASA.
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Table 2. Mean flux density of SFR>10 M/yr measured by stacking in
the COSMOS field (see Sect. 4.2)
Observed wavelength (µm) Mean flux density (mJy)
4<z<5 5<z<6
100 <0.05 <0.09
160 <0.14 <0.28
250 0.25 ± 0.08 0.29 ± 0.17
350 0.44 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.19
500 0.48 ± 0.10 0.42 ± 0.15
850 0.18 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0.11
1100 0.08 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.07
et al. 2010) data from the PEP (Lutz et al. 2011) and HerMES
(Oliver et al. 2012) surveys and AzTEC/ASTE data of Aretxaga
et al. (2011) at 1.1 mm. At 850 µm, we used the SCUBA2 data
from Casey et al. (2013) instead of the shallower LABOCA ones
used in the 2015 analysis.
The 2015 selection of the stacked targets was performed us-
ing a stellar mass cut of > 3× 1010 M in the photometric Laigle
et al. (2016) catalog. There are too few ALPINE sources to ob-
tain a sufficiently high SNR in the stacked Herschel data. We
thus used a larger photometric sample with properties similar to
ALPINE objects. We chose to select sources with an estimated
SFR from an optical and near-infrared SED fitting higher than
10 M/yr, which is approximately equivalent to the ALPINE
SFR limit (Le Fèvre et al. 2019; Faisst et al. 2020).
We also use higher redshift bins (4<z<5 and 5<z<6) to
match the redshift range probed by ALPINE. Finally, we use
the more recent COSMOS catalog of Davidzon et al. (2017) as
input sample, since it has been optimized to provide more reli-
able photometric redshifts and physical parameters at z>4. Our
stacked samples contain respectively 5749 and 1883 sources in
the 4<z<5 and 5<z<6 ranges.
Our new stacking analysis was performed using the exact
same procedure as in Béthermin et al. (2015a). The uncertainties
were derived using a bootstrap technique that takes into account
both the photometric noise (instrumental and confusion) and the
population variance. The contamination of the stacked flux by
clustered neighbors is corrected using the method described in
Appendix A of Béthermin et al. (2015a). At z> 4, these correc-
tions are relatively small (<30%) because of the lower global
star formation rate density compared to z=2. Our results are pre-
sented in Fig. 9 and Table 2. The 5<z<6 SED is ∼2 times noisier
mainly because of the smaller number of stacked objects.
4.3. SED template and conversion factors
The final step to compute the conversion factor from monochro-
matic luminosity to LIR is to find an SED model or a parametric
description fitting the data. Using an agnostic model as a spline
is difficult, since we have few constraints on the mid-infrared
(λrest < 30 µm). In Fig. 9, the SEDs are represented in flux den-
sity units (Sν = dS/dν), which can give the wrong impression
that the contribution at short wavelength is negligible, while it
contains ∼ 15% of the energy7. For this reason, although fitting
well the Herschel data points, a modified blackbody (νβ Bν(ν,T ),
where Bν is a blackbody law) tends to underestimate the LIR be-
cause of the very low emission in the mid-infrared. For infor-
mation, we show in Fig. 9 the best fit of our SEDs by a modi-
fied blackbody with a fixed β of 1.8, but a free amplitude and
7 Computed using the Bethermin et al. (2017) template
temperature. We excluded rest-frame wavelengths below 40 µm
from the fit, since the greybody model does not take into account
the warm dust and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
features dominating in this wavelength range. The fit is excellent
at 4<z<5 (χ2 = 0.44 for 3 degrees of freedoms) and acceptable
at 5<z<6 (χ2 = 3.55 for 2 degrees of freedoms).
We thus chose to use empirical template libraries. We com-
pare our observed SEDs with three different templates. Álvarez-
Márquez et al. (2016) template8 is based on the stacking of
2.5<z<3.5 Lyman-break galaxies. The SED templates for main
sequence galaxies of the Bethermin et al. (2017) model evolves
with redshift up to z∼4. Above this redshift, no evolution is as-
sumed (〈U〉 = 50). These templates are an update of the Magdis
et al. (2012) templates calibrated using the Herschel stacking up
to z∼4 (Béthermin et al. 2015a). Finally, Schreiber et al. (2018)
also built a template evolving with redshift and calibrated it us-
ing another independent Herschel stacking analysis. Contrary to
the previous templates, they assume an evolution of the rest-
frame dust temperature above z=4 (4.6 K per unit of redshift).
Because of the nature of the ALPINE sample (Faisst et al. 2020),
we only consider the templates corresponding to galaxies on the
main sequence.
In Fig. 9, we show the comparison between our measured
SED and the templates described above. We renormalized the
templates to fit the data. This is the only free parameter in our
analysis. While the Álvarez-Márquez et al. (2016) template is
too cold for both redshift bins, both Schreiber et al. (2018) and
Bethermin et al. (2017) templates well fit the data (χ2<4 with
4 degrees of freedom for both templates in both redshift bins).
Since the χ2 of Bethermin et al. (2017) is marginally better, we
decided to use this template. In Table 3, we provide the ratio be-
tween the monochromatic luminosity (νLν units) and LIR com-
puted using this template at wavelengths associated with bright
fine-structure lines, which can be targeted by ALMA. In practice,
for the ALPINE catalog (Appendix B), we use the exact effective
wavelength of the ALMA continuum.
4.4. Caveats
The conversion factors derived previously are based on the best
effort, but they are clearly not the final answer about this com-
plex topic. First of all, the selection of the stacked sample is
not perfect and based on photometric redshifts and SFRs derived
from rest-frame UV to near-IR SED fitting. It is also difficult to
estimate how similar this SFR selection is compared to the ac-
tual ALPINE sample. Even if it is not likely, we could imagine
that a population with very peculiar dust SEDs is missing in one
of the two samples.
The stacked SED was obtained by averaging all the galax-
ies from our stacked sample. The derived conversion fac-
tors could thus be largely inaccurate for outliers with extreme
dusty SEDs. Finally, even if the same weight is attributed to
each source, stacking provides luminosity-weighted mean SEDs,
since brighter sources will have a larger relative contribution to
the final signal. We could imagine that a population, which rep-
resents a significant fraction of the sample in number but con-
tributes little to the luminosity, has an extreme SED. The stack-
ing analysis would miss such objects and their individual LIR
estimates could be incorrect.
In Fig. 10, we present the stacking for a larger SFR cut of
100 M/yr. According to optical and near-infrared SED fitting
8 An update of this work has been published by Álvarez-Márquez et al.
(2019), but became public too late to be used in our analysis.
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Table 3. Ratio (without unit) between the monochromatic continuum luminosity νLν and the total infrared luminosity LIR at different rest-frame
wavelengths associated with important far-IR lines. These ratios were computed using the Bethermin et al. (2017, B17) z>4 and Schreiber et al.
(2018, ,S18) main-sequence SED templates and modified blackbodies (MBBs) at various rest-frame temperatures (β fixed to 1.8) for comparison.
[OI]63 [OIII] [NII]122 [OI]145 [CII] [NII]205
Rest-frame wavelength (µm) 63 88 122 145 158 205
νLν / LIR from B17 0.69 0.50 0.27 0.18 0.133 0.054
νLν / LIR from S18 0.64 0.43 0.20 0.12 0.093 0.038
νLν / LIR for 40 K MBB 0.93 0.69 0.34 0.20 0.155 0.062
νLν / LIR for 45 K MBB 0.89 0.55 0.24 0.14 0.104 0.040
νLν / LIR for 50 K MBB 0.81 0.44 0.17 0.10 0.071 0.026
νLν / LIR for 55 K MBB 0.71 0.34 0.13 0.07 0.050 0.018
νLν / LIR for 60 K MBB 0.60 0.27 0.09 0.05 0.036 0.013
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Fig. 10. Same figure as Fig. 9 (upper panel), but using a
SFR>100 M/yr cut.
(Faisst et al. 2020), only 11 out of our 118 sources are follow-
ing this criterion. This analysis is only possible in the 4<z<5
bin, since there is no detection at higher redshift. For these ob-
jects, the dust temperature is warmer (47 K versus 41 K) and the
Schreiber et al. (2018) template fits better the data. The conse-
quences of a slightly warmer dust at higher SFR will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 7.5.
5. Continuum source properties
In this section, we discuss the properties of our continuum de-
tections. In Sect. 5.1, we discuss briefly the basic properties of
the detected target sources. In the following sections, we focus
on the properties of the non-target detections: redshift distribu-
tion (Sect. 5.2), number counts (Sect. 5.3), and contribution to
the cosmic infrared background (CIB, Sect. 5.4).
5.1. Properties of the target sources
The redshift distribution of the detected target sources is pre-
sented in Fig. 11 (upper left panel). While the detections are dis-
tributed across most of the redshift range of the total sample,
the detection rate is slightly better in the lower redshift win-
dow (26±6 %) than in the high redshift window (15±5 %). Since
the sensitivity at fixed luminosity is better in the z>5 redshift
window (Sect. 2.6), we could have expected the opposite trend.
However, this is only a 1.4σ difference and the dust content
could be lower at higher redshift. The dust attenuation of our
detections will be discussed in Fudamoto et al. (2020).
We can also compare the flux density distribution of our de-
tections and the expected distribution from the ancillary data
(Faisst et al. 2020, version including Spitzer photometry in the
SED fitting). To produce the expected ALPINE flux densities
from ancillary data, we estimated the expected LIR from the
SFR based on optical and near-infrared SED fitting assuming a
1 × 10−10 L/(M/yr) conversion factor (see Sect. 4.1). By doing
so, we assume implicitly that the infrared traces the entire star
formation. Finally, we use the long-wavelength SED template
presented in Sect. 4.2 to predict the flux density. The results are
shown in Fig. 11 (upper right panel). The most extreme predicted
flux densities (>2 mJy) are not found in the real sample. These
very high SFR are almost certainly due to overestimated dust-
attenuation corrections. In contrast, all the detected objects are
above the mode of the predicted distribution. This shows that
we are sensitive only to the highest SFRs. However, this is not
a sharp cutoff. This demonstrates that the measured distribution
could not have been predicted from the ancillary data and that
submillimeter data are important to derive reliable SFRs. A sim-
ilar trend is found for the infrared luminosity LIR (see lower left
panel).
Finally, we compared the stellar mass distribution of the full
sample and of the detections only (lower right panel). The mass
distributions of the full sample and of the detections are signif-
icantly different according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (p-
value = 3.8×10−5) and only two detections are below the median
stellar mass of our full sample. This is an expected consequence
of the correlation between the stellar mass and the star formation
rate often called main sequence (e.g. Schreiber et al. 2015; Tasca
et al. 2015, Khusanova et al. in prep.).
5.2. Redshift distribution of the non-target continuum
detections
Contrary to the target sample, determining the redshift of non-
target sources is not trivial. We have to identify the optical/near-
infrared counterparts and use photometric redshifts when spec-
troscopic redshift are not available. Fortunately, this sample lies
in survey areas with rich ancillary data (fully described in Faisst
et al. 2020) drawn primarily from COSMOS (Scoville et al.
2007), GOODS (Giavalisco et al. 2004) and CANDELS (Gro-
gin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011). The counterparts of 42
of our 57 non-target continuum detections were identified in the
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Fig. 11. Upper left panel: redshift distribution of the ALPINE target sources. The blue and red histograms are the distribution of detected sources
only and the full sample, respectively. Upper right panel: distribution of the continuum flux densities. The red histogram indicates the distribution
expected from the optical/near-IR SED-derived SFR assuming the long-wavelength SED presented in Sect. 4. Lower left panel: same figure as
previously but for LIR. Lower right panel: stellar mass distribution of detected (blue) and all (red) sources.
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Fig. 12. Photometric redshift distribution of the non-target ALPINE
sources (blue filled histogram). The dashed, solid, and dotted his-
tograms are the predictions from the Bethermin et al. (2017) SIDES
simulation for a flux cut corresponding to the first-quartile, the median,
and the third-quartile of the observed sample, respectively.
Laigle et al. (2016, COSMOS) or the Momcheva et al. (2016,
3DHST) catalogs. The detailed identification of each source and
the sources without counterpart in the previously cited catalogs
will be discussed in details in Gruppioni et al. (in prep.).
The redshift distribution of our non-target sources is pre-
sented in Fig. 12. The mean redshift of our sample is z=2.5±0.2
(median = 2.3±0.3) with a tail up to z=6. Our uncertainties are
computed using a bootstrap technique and thus include sam-
ple variance. This is 1-σ lower than the median redshift (z =
2.65±0.13) found by Simpson et al. (2017) following up >1 mJy
sources selected in a single-dish survey using ALMA at the
same wavelength. As shown in Béthermin et al. (2015b, see
also Hodge & da Cunha 2020), fainter submillimeter sources
are paradoxically expected to have a lower mean redshift. This
small difference is thus not surprising. To test if this trend is also
found inside our own sample, we split it into two equally popu-
lated subsamples containing the faint (<1.47 mJy) and the bright
sources (>1.47 mJy). The faint sources have a mean redshift of
z=2.6±0.3, while we found z=2.3±0.2 for the bright ones. It
agrees with the trend predicted by Béthermin et al. (2015b), but
our sample is too small to provide a statistically significant re-
sult. We also expect that longer wavelengths probe higher red-
shifts. As expected, our median redshift is smaller than what is
found at 1.1 mm by Franco et al. (2018, zmed=2.9) and Brisbin
et al. (2017, zmed=2.48±0.05) or 1.4 mm by Strandet et al. (2016,
zmed=3.9). This last sample is lensed and it might push the me-
dian redshift to higher values. In contrast, our median redshift is
higher than the very faint 1.1 mm sample of Aravena et al. (2016,
down to 0.05 mJy, zmed=1.9±0.4). As shown in Fig. 3 of Béther-
min et al. (2015b), it is expected that <0.1 mJy 1.1 mm sources
are at lower redshift than ∼1 mJy 850 µm sources.
Finally, we compare our measured distribution with the pre-
dictions of the simulated infrared dusty infrared sky (SIDES)
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simulation9 (Bethermin et al. 2017). Since the depth of our vari-
ous pointings is not homogenous, our sample is not flux limited.
We thus computed the redshift distribution for different flux cuts
corresponding to the first quartile, median, and third quartile of
the observed sample. The three predicted distributions are com-
patible with our measurements at 1-σ. Because of galaxy clus-
tering, we could have expected an excess of sources at the same
redshift as the ALPINE targets, but we observe only a 1-σ excess
between z=5 and z=6. We can thus assume that the sample of
non-target sources with optical counterparts is statistically simi-
lar to a sample, which would have been obtained using random
pointings.
5.3. Number counts
The area probed by the ALPINE survey is sufficiently large to
produce new meaningful constraints on the faint galaxy num-
ber counts at 850 µm. While the ALMA band 6 (1.1–1.4 mm)
was extensively used for deep surveys, the band 7 (∼850 µm)
has been much less explored, especially below 3 mJy. Oteo et al.
(2016) provided constraints based on the ALMA calibrator sur-
vey, but with large uncertainties. In contrast, this wavelength has
been widely explored with single-dish instruments (e.g., Cop-
pin et al. 2006; Casey et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2013; Hsu et al.
2016; Geach et al. 2017). However, because of their limited
spatial resolution, several galaxies can be blended in the same
beam, biasing the bright number counts toward higher values
(Hayward et al. 2013; Karim et al. 2013; Bussmann et al. 2015;
Cowley et al. 2017b; Scudder et al. 2016; Bethermin et al. 2017).
Above 3 mJy, interferometric observing campaigns had followed
up single-dish sources to correct for this effect (Karim et al.
2013; Simpson et al. 2015; Stach et al. 2018).
We derived the integral number counts dN/dΩ, i.e. the sur-
face density of sources above a certain flux cut, by summing the
inverse of the effective area Ωeff for each non-target source10:
dN
dΩ
(> S ) =
Nsource∑
i=1
1
Ωeff(S i, θi)
, (6)
where S i and θi are the deboosted flux density (see Sect. 3.9)
and size of the i-th source. All the flux densities have been
converted to 850 µm at which the effective area (see Sect 3.10)
was computed. As shown in Sect. 3.9 and Fig. 7, the deboosting
factor, which is necessary to apply here, can have a 30 %
uncertainty. We thus computed the difference between the
number counts derived using the 1-σ lower and upper envelopes
of the flux boosting curve to estimate the associated uncer-
tainties. These uncertainties are combined with the Poissonian
error bars. Finally, SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780,
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5101210235, and
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 are detected by our
algorithm only because their flux density is boosted by a
line. Else, their SNR without line contimination falls below
our threshold of 5. These sources are thus excluded from our
continuum number count computation.
A similar method was used to derive the differential number
counts. We summed the inverse of the effective area of all the
sources in a given bin and divided by the bin size. To reduce
9 http://cesam.lam.fr/sides/
10 As explained in Sect. 3.10, our definition of the effective area already
takes into account the completeness. The central 1 arcsec radius region
around the target sources is excluded from our analysis and thus in par-
ticular from the computation of the effective area.
the dynamical range on the figures, we normalized the differen-
tial counts by S2.5. With this normalization, the number counts
in an Euclidian non-evolving Universe are flat. This is usually
the case for very bright fluxes (>100 mJy) in the submillimeter
domain (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013), where the detected
sources are mainly local. The deviations from this trend at fainter
flux densities provide important constraints for galaxy evolution
models. It has also the convenient property to reduce the dynam-
ical scale of the plot and help the visual comparison between the
models and the data.
We estimated the integral number counts for various thresh-
olds spaced by 0.2 dex. We chose to use 0.35 mJy for the
lowest threshold, which corresponds to the deboosted 850 µm-
converted flux density of the second faintest object. Concern-
ing the differential number counts, we used the intervals de-
limited by this list of thresholds. We do not use fainter bins,
since the faintest object (0.30 mJy after conversion to 850 µm,
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957) is associated to a com-
pleteness of 13 % and the correction to apply is thus very large.
The mean completeness in the faintest bin (0.35–0.56 mJy) is
50 %. In all the other bins, the mean completeness is above 80 %.
Our measurements are summarized in Table 4 and 5 and
shown in Fig. 13. Even if the redshift distribution of the non-
target sources provides no firm evidence for it (see Sect. 5.2), we
cannot formally exclude a small overdensity of sources at the
same redshift as ALPINE targets compared to a random posi-
tion in the sky. We thus estimated the number counts using both
the full sample and a secure z<4 sample, where only the sources
with identified optical/near-IR counterparts below the ALPINE
redshift range are kept. These two samples provide respectively
an upper and a lower limit on the number counts, which would
be derived at a random position in the sky. The values derived
using these two samples agree at a 1σ level.
Our new measurements exhibit a shallower slope below
∼3 mJy than what was measured by previous surveys at higher
flux density. This is the first time that we probe so well the
regime below this slope break, since Oteo et al. (2016) data
points suffer from an order of magnitude of uncertainties and the
Hsu et al. (2016) analysis is affected by their low angular resolu-
tion and rely on complex methods to invert the lensing to recover
the intrinsic counts. Our results are compatible at 1σ with Oteo
et al. (2016, only shown for integral number counts, i.e. the right
panel of Fig. 13) and Hsu et al. (2016).
We can also compare our new measurements with various
models of galaxy evolution:
– the Bethermin et al. (2017) model is an update of the Béther-
min et al. (2012a) models, which decomposes star-forming
galaxies into main-sequence and starbursts galaxies. Each
type has a different SED evolving with redshift. It starts
from the observed stellar mass function and the measured
evolution of the main sequence of star-forming galaxies
to predict infrared and (sub-)millimeter observables. This
model includes clustering and can reproduce the single-dish
low-resolution data and interferometric data simultaneously.
However, there were few constraints below 3 mJy at 850 µm,
when it was published.
– The Gruppioni et al. (2011) model updated in Gruppioni &
Pozzi (2019) is based on the observed luminosity functions
(Gruppioni et al. 2013). This model contains five different
populations, whose luminosity functions evolve with redshift
(spirals, starbursts, low-luminosity AGN, type-1 AGN, and
type-2 AGN).
– The Casey et al. (2018) model assumes an evolution of both
the infrared luminosity function and the SEDs. Two versions
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Table 4. Integral number counts at 850 µm derived from ALPINE for the full non-target sample (all) and the non-target sources with an optical
counterpart at z<4 (secure, z<4).
Scut Nall N(>Scut) (all) Nsecure, z<4 N(>Scut) (secure, z<4)
mJy deg−2 deg−2
0.35 54 31000+43000−7000 37 14000
+15000
−3000
0.56 47 14000+13000−3000 33 8800
+6000
−1800
0.89 38 7600+2500−1300 27 5400
+1900
−1100
1.41 30 5500+1800−1000 21 3700
+1300
−800
2.24 19 2900+1000−700 14 2200
+800
−600
3.55 10 1500+600−500 8 1200
+600
−400
Table 5. Euclidian-normalized differential number counts at 850 µm derived from ALPINE for the full non-target sample (all) and the non-target
sources with an optical counterpart at z<4 (secure, z<4).
Flux density Nall dN/dS S2.5 (all) Nsecure, z<4 dN/dS S2.5 (secure, z<4)
mJy Jy1.5/sr Jy1.5/sr
0.46 (0.35–0.56) 7 1200+2600−600 4 340
+830
−200
0.73 (0.56–0.89) 9 980+1750−410 6 490
+770
−220
1.15 (0.89–1.41) 8 600+420−220 6 480
+390
−200
1.83 (1.41–2.24) 11 1400+800−400 7 870
+590
−330
2.89 (2.24–3.55) 9 1700+900−600 6 1100
+800
−500
4.59 (3.55–5.62) 5 1600+1100−700 4 1300
+1100
−630
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Fig. 13. Left panel: Differential number counts at 850 µm. The blue circles are the counts derived from the full ALPINE non-target sample. The
red squares are computed from the ALPINE non-target sources with a confirmed optical/near-IR counterpart below z=4 (secure z<4 sample). It
is thus a secure lower limit, since sources clustered with ALPINE sources are excluded. The green crosses and pentagons are the interferometric
measurements of Karim et al. (2013) and Stach et al. (2018), respectively. The grey left-facing triangles, right-facing triangles, diamonds, and
down-facing triangles are the measurements performed using single-dish data with a lower angular resolution by Geach et al. (2017), Hsu et al.
(2016), Casey et al. (2013), and Chen et al. (2013), respectively. The solid, dashed, dotted, and dash-dot lines are the models of Bethermin et al.
(2017, SIDES simulation), Gruppioni et al. (2011), Casey et al. (2018, low dust), and Casey et al. (2018, high dust). Right panel: Integral number
counts at 850 µm. The symbols are the same as in the left panel. The interferometric measurements of Oteo et al. (2016) and Simpson et al. (2015),
respectively, are represented by green stars and triangles.
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Fig. 14. Contribution of galaxies to the cosmic infrared background at
850 µm as a function of the flux density limit. The blue and red solid
lines are our results based on the full and the secure z<4 samples, re-
spectively. The shaded area is the 1-σ confidence region. The dashed
green line is the measurement of Hsu et al. (2016) using SCUBA2 data
of cluster fields. The black line is the absolute measurement of the total
CIB combining COBE/FIRAS and Planck data (Odegard et al. 2019).
were proposed. The first one has a low number of dusty ob-
jects at high redshift and the other assumes a large volume
density of bright obscured galaxies.
At the spatial resolution of the ALPINE data ( ∼1 arcsec), we
can directly compare the source counts with the galaxy counts in
the model, since it is unlikely to have two physically-separated
galaxies in the same beam. Overall, all models agree with our
data, i.e. they are between the 1σ lower limit of the secure z<4
and the 1σ upper limit of the full sample. However, the high-
dust model of Casey et al. (2018) is higher than the Stach et al.
(2018) measurements at high flux density. Below the ∼3 mJy
slope break, the predictions of the Gruppioni et al. and the low-
dust Casey et al. models are a factor of 2 lower than the high-dust
Casey et al. and the Béthermin et al. models. Unfortunately, our
uncertainties are still too large to identify the correct scenario.
5.4. Cosmic infrared background
The cosmic infrared background (CIB) is the relic of all dust
emission by galaxies across cosmic times (e.g., Dole et al. 2006).
Its absolute brightness was measured in the nineties by the
COBE/FIRAS instrument (Puget et al. 1996; Hauser et al. 1998;
Fixsen et al. 1998; Gispert et al. 2000; Lagache et al. 2000).
By combining FIRAS and Planck, Odegard et al. (2019) esti-
mated the absolute CIB level with a better precision than histor-
ical analyses. Their values are used as the reference CIB level in
this paper. The CIB SED provides a budget of far-infrared pho-
tons that galaxies emit during their evolution. While Herschel
identified the galaxy populations (luminosity, redshift) emitting
the CIB below 500 µm, there were fewer constraints at longer
wavelength before ALMA. However, new number counts ex-
tracted from band-6 surveys (∼1.3 mm) can explain 50-100 % of
the CIB absolute level (Carniani et al. 2015; Aravena et al. 2016;
Fujimoto et al. 2016). At 850 µm, using single-dish SCUBA2
data of cluster fields, Hsu et al. (2016) found that the full CIB
can be explained by galaxies brighter than 0.1 mJy.
The CIB brightness produced by all the sources above a cer-
tain flux density threshold is:
Bν =
∫ ∞
S lim
S ν
dN
dS ν
dS ν, (7)
where Bν is the surface brightness density of the CIB produced
by sources above the flux density limit S lim. To compute this in-
tegral, we assume a power-law to connect our data points. We
extrapolated the contribution of sources fainter than 0.35 mJy by
fitting a power-law to the five faintest data points. The slope is
poorly constrained and is responsible for large uncertainties on
this extrapolation: dN/dS ν ∝ S −2.2±0.3ν for the full sample and
dN/dS ν ∝ S −1.8±0.4ν for the secure sample. Above our bright-
est data point, we use the Euclidian plateau level measured by
Planck Collaboration et al. (2013, dN/dS S2.5 = 15 Jy1.5/sr). The
uncertainties are determined by recomputing 100 000 times the
integral of the number counts after randomly offsetting the data
points according to their error bars.
In Fig. 14, we present the contribution to the CIB as a
function of the flux density limit. The contribution of sources
brighter than the limit of our number counts (0.35 mJy) is
0.093±0.013 MJy/sr for the full sample and 0.054±0.009 MJy/sr
for the secure sample. This is 69 % and 40 % of the full CIB
measured by Odegard et al. (2019, 0.135 MJy/sr assuming
a CIB spectrum for the color correction). Below 2 mJy, our
measurements agree with Hsu et al. (2016), since their data are
between the values determined from our secure z<4 measure-
ments (lower limit) and from our full sample (upper limit).
6. [CII] catalog
In this paper, we focus only on the [CII] line detections of
the ALPINE targets. The serendipitous detections and [CII]-
emitting close companions of the targets will be discussed in
Loiacono et al. (in prep.).
6.1. Extraction of the candidates
Extracting lines from a cube can be significantly more difficult
than the continuum when the redshift of the source is not well
known, since we also have to explore the spectral dimension.
This is the case for ALPINE, since we found significant off-
sets between the [CII] lines and our reference redshifts derived
from optical spectroscopy (see Sect. 7.2). To perform this task,
we used the semi-automatic procedure described below.
We first ran a customized line finder algorithm (see compari-
son with the findclumps algorithm in Sect. 6.2) to search for [CII]
emission in a 3D area defined as the cylinder with a 1" aperture
around the phase center extending over the full bandwidth, to
allow for spatial and spectral offsets. In practice, we produced
running averaged cubes using various numbers of channels. The
minimum allowed number of collapsed channels is two, i.e., 50
km/s, to avoid single-channel spikes of noise, and the maximum
is 40 channels, i.e. 1000 km/s. In other words, we produce run-
ning moment-0 cubes across the full bandwidth. We then com-
puted RMS of these non-primary-beam-corrected maps using all
pixels at > 1′′ from the phase-center and searched for SNR>3
peaks in the maps. Finally, we saved the positions, frequencies
and SNRs of each of these [CII]-emitter candidates.
For each [CII]-emitter candidate, we extracted a spectrum
from the continuum subtracted cubes at the position of the
brightest pixel of the moment-0 map and had a further quality as-
sessment based on visual inspection. For the good candidates, we
fitted a Gaussian profile of the spectrum and computed central
frequency (fcen) and FWHM. We then produced a new moment-
0 map collapsing the channels included in the [fcen - FWHM,
fcen + FWHM] spectral range. The choice of such frequency in-
terval is an optimal compromise between including most of the
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Fig. 15. Purity of [CII] detections as a function of the SNR threshold in
the moment-0 map. The purity is provided only for the 1 arcsec central
region and was estimated using the methods described in Sect. 6.2. The
blue solid line is derived using the method based on the moment-0 maps
and the red dashed line using an extraction in the negative cubes (see
Sect. 6.2). The dotted vertical lines are the SNR at which the 95 % purity
is reached.
line profile and excluding any noise at the edge of the line. This
step is needed because the moment-0 map computed during the
first step is the one that maximizes the SNR, and therefore, does
not necessarily cover the full line profile. We then re-extracted a
spectrum inside the 2-σ region measured in this moment-0 map.
This new spectrum is more informative than the first one in the
case of spatially-resolved sources, since it is extracted from the
entire region of emission and not just at the peak. These steps
were repeated several times until the shape of the 2-σ contour,
in which the spectrum is extracted, is stable. Few iterations were
necessary, since the flux measured in both the spectra and in the
moment-0 maps converged within the uncertainties after only
one iteration. The final spectra are presented in Figs. C.1, C.2,
and C.3.
6.2. Detection threshold and reliability
To assess the reliability of the line emitter candidates, we use the
same method based on the negative maps as for the continuum
(Sect. 3.1), but using the final moment-0 maps produced after op-
timizing the integration frequency window (see Sect. 6.1). Con-
trary to continuum maps, we have to take into account that we
searched the line over a large velocity range, which could con-
tain several times the line width. We thus normalized the number
of detections in the negative map by the ratio between the veloc-
ity range in which we expect a line (∼1500 km/s, see Sect. 7.2)
and the actual width of the velocity window used to produce the
moment-0 map. We estimated that the 95% purity in the central
1" region is reached for a SNR>3.56 threshold. The purity as a
function of the SNR is shown in Fig. 15 (blue solid line).
Since this normalization is an approximation, we cross-
checked our number with an independent approach. We ex-
tracted the sources in the negative and the positive cubes using
the findclumps (Decarli et al. 2016; Walter et al. 2016) routine.
The SNR determined by findclump is on average 15% higher
than in our moment-0 map. This is expected since findclump
chooses an integration window to maximize the SNR. It is usu-
ally narrower and only includes the high-SNR central channels
of the line, while our moment-0 maps include also the noisier
tails. A similar difference of SNR estimates was also found by
the ASPECS survey team (González-López et al. 2019). After
correcting for this 15% systematic difference to agree with our
moment-0 map SNRs, we find a 95% purity limit for SNR=3.45
in the 1 arcsec central region. The two methods are thus in excel-
lent agreement. We also compared the FWHM of the detections
in the positive cube and the spurious sources found in the neg-
ative cubes close from the detection threshold (3.5<SNR<4.5).
We found a mean value of 290±40 km/s and 216±1 km/s, respec-
tively11. This 2-σ difference is a reassuring hint that the low SNR
sources are not spurious.
We chose to cut our catalog at SNR>3.56 to be conservative.
The purity estimated using this method is presented in Fig. 15.
Since the number density of line emitters in the rest of the field
is much lower (Sect. 3.1), a much higher SNR threshold is neces-
sary in the rest of the field. This will be discussed in Loiacono et
al. (in prep.). Finally, we checked that the two extraction meth-
ods provide compatible source lists and found that this is true
except for a couple of objects close to the SNR detection thresh-
old.
It could seem counterintuitive that the SNR threshold to
reach 95% purity for target sources is the same for the contin-
uum and lines. Indeed, this is a coincidence. If the surface num-
ber density of continuum and line sources were the same at fixed
SNR, the purity would be much lower for the lines, since line
spurious sources can come from several velocity channels and
are thus more numerous at fixed SNR. However, the number of
SNR>3.56 [CII] sources is three times higher than the number
of continuum emitters. The higher number of real sources thus
compensates the higher number of spurious sources in Eq. 1.
We obtained 75 [CII] detections out of our 118 targets. The
moment-0 cutouts of our detected [CII] targets is presented in
Fig. C.4, C.5, and C.6. An extensive discussion of their morphol-
ogy is presented in Le Fèvre et al. (2019).
6.3. [CII] flux measurements and consistency
The line flux of the detected [CII] sources was measured using
the same methods as for the continuum (see Sect. 3.2), but using
the moment-0 maps instead of continuum maps. This allows us
to reliably measure the line flux of spatially-resolved sources. As
discussed in Sect. 6.1, the conservative velocity windows used to
build the moment-0 maps minimize the flux loss from the high-
velocity tails.
In Fig. 16, we compare the results obtained by our various
photometric methods. Except the peak flux method, which sys-
tematically underestimates the flux of extended sources mainly
located at the bright end of the sample (see Sect. 3.2), we find a
good overall agreement between the 2D-fit, aperture, and 2-σ-
clipped fluxes. However, we identified a small systematic offset
of 7 % and 3 % compared to the 2D-fit flux for the aperture and
2-σ-clipped flux, respectively. The uncertainty-normalized dif-
ference defined in Eq. 3 is 0.57 and 0.56, respectively. The sys-
tematic uncertainty between the methods is thus smaller than the
typical 1-σ flux uncertainties. Finally, we identified a strong out-
lier for which our various methods disagree with each others. It
is a source with a close bright neighbor, which requires manual
deblending (see Appendix D.2 and Ginolfi et al. (2020a).
11 The error bars on the mean FWHM are the uncertainty on the mean
of the sample and not the scatter (see caption of Fig. 2). The spurious
sources are extracted from the full cubes and not the 1 arcsec-radius
central regions. They are thus much more numerous. The uncertainty
on their mean FWHM is thus smaller than the detections in the central
region
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Fig. 16. Comparison between our various [CII] line flux measurement methods described in Sect. 6.3. The blue dots are our measurements and
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and is discussed in Appendix D.2. The lower right panel shows the comparison between uv-plane fluxes and 2D-fit fluxes for single-component
systems.
We also compared our flux measurements performed in the
map space with uv-derived values. These measurements were
performed using the uvmodel f it CASA routine. The full mea-
surement process and the comparison of the results obtained as-
suming various profile models will be presented in Fujimoto et
al. (in prep.). In this paper, we compare our measurements with
the results obtained in the uv plane using an elliptical Gaussian
model. In Fig. 16 (lower right panel), we compare the fluxes from
the map space and the uv plane for the sources properly fitted
in the uv space by a single component. The two methods agree
within an offset of 7 %.
The results are presented in Table C.1. The fluxes in the table
are estimated using the 2D-fit method. For the non detections,
we derived upper limits using the same methods as for the con-
tinuum (Sect. B.2) but derived from the moment-0 maps. Since
the line is not detected, we have to decide which channels to use
to produce a moment-0 map. We chose to use a 300 km/s win-
dow centered on the optical redshift, which is slightly above the
median FWHM of the detected sample (see Sect. 7.3). Of course,
these upper limits do not apply if the line is particularly broad or
if there is a catastrophic error on the reference optical redshift.
The results are provided in Table C.2.
7. [CII] target properties
In this section, we describe the basic [CII] properties of the tar-
get sources. In Sect 7.1, we present the redshift distribution of
the detections and discuss the detection rate. The velocity offsets
between [CII] and optical redshifts are presented in Sect. 7.2. We
discuss the line width and the luminosities in Sect. 7.3 and 7.4,
respectively. Finally, we use the ALPINE sample to constrain the
relation between the SFR and the [CII] luminosity (Sect. 7.5).
7.1. Redshift distribution and detection rate
In Fig. 17 (upper left panel), we show the distribution of the ref-
erence optical redshifts of the full ALPINE sample and the red-
shift distribution of the subsample detected in [CII]. Overall, the
distribution of the detections follows the full sample distribu-
tion. The detection rate below and above z=5 is 66 % and 58 %,
respectively. This corresponds to a 1-σ statistical fluctuation and
cannot be considered as significant. This is not surprising, since
our survey was built to be at constant [CII]-luminosity sensitiv-
ity and no variation with redshift of the average sensitivity in
luminosity was found in the real data (Sect. 2.6).
7.2. Offsets between optical and [CII] redshifts
For the detected [CII] sources, we also compared our optical ref-
erence redshift and our new [CII] redshift (see Fig. 17, upper
right panel). We found non negligible offsets up to 1000 km/s. A
posteriori, this justifies our choice to search for the line not only
at the optical velocity, but in the entire side band (see Sect. 6.1).
These offsets cannot be explained by the uncertainties on the
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Fig. 17. Upper left panel: Redshift distribution of the full sample (red open histogram) and the [CII] detections (blue filled histogram). Upper
right panel: distribution of the velocity offset between the [CII] and the reference optical redshift. Lower left panel: Distribution of the [CII] line
FWHM of the detected ALPINE sources (blue filled histogram) and comparison with the lensed galaxy sample of Gullberg et al. (2015, red) and
the quasar sample of Decarli et al. (2018, green). Lower right panel: Comparison between the [CII] luminosity distribution of the detections (blue
filled histogram) and the expected values based on the SFRs determined by optical and near-infrared SED fitting and the De Looze et al. (2014,
red open histogram) and Lagache et al. (2018, black open histogram) relations.
[CII] redshift, since they are usually smaller than 100 km/s. The
optical redshifts could suffer from several effects leading to a
small inaccuracy. First, for sources without bright emission lines,
redshifts are determined using the continuum and/or weak ab-
sorption features and could have a lack of precision (Le Fèvre
et al. 2015; Hasinger et al. 2018). Other sources can have a very
bright Lyman α line, which has a lot of weight in the determina-
tion of the redshift. While [CII] traces the gas in the galaxy and
is very close to the systemic velocity, Lyman α radiative trans-
fer is complex and can produce significant offsets (e.g., Steidel
et al. 2010; Faisst et al. 2016; Matthee et al. 2017; Carniani et al.
2018b; Verhamme et al. 2018; Matthee et al. 2019; Pahl et al.
2019; Behrens et al. 2019). A complete analysis of the origins of
these offsets is presented in Faisst et al. (2020). The physics of
the velocity offsets between [CII] and Lyman α is discussed in
Cassata et al. (2020).
7.3. [CII] line width
The [CII] line width is also an interesting physical constraint,
since it is linked to the dynamical mass and the size. The con-
straints on the dynamical masses will be discussed in more de-
tails in Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (in prep.). Before ALPINE,
studies of the [CII] line width have been mainly performed us-
ing lensed galaxy samples (e.g., Gullberg et al. 2015). However,
these samples are biased towards more star-forming systems,
which could also be more massive, and possibly more compact
systems. ALPINE is probing less extreme galaxies and we thus
expect a narrower line width on average.
In Fig. 17 (lower left panel), we compare our [CII] FWHM
distribution with the SPT SMG lensed sample of Gullberg et al.
(2015). As expected, our sources have much narrower lines
with a median FWHM of 252±13 km/s versus 541±110 km/s for
SPT SMGs. At fixed integrated flux, we could be slightly bi-
ased against broader lines. For instance, Kohandel et al. (2019)
showed using numerical simulations that edge-on systems tend
to be more difficult to detect because of their broader lines, but
it is unlikely to be the cause of the large difference between the
ALPINE sources and quasars or SMGs. However, the continuum
stacking of non detections tends to indicate that they are mainly
lower SFR systems (see Sect. 7.5) and thus have probably a low
mass and low FWHM. The average FHWM of our sample is also
smaller than the 355±18 km/s measured by Decarli et al. (2018)
in z>5.94 in quasar hosts, which are also expected to be particu-
larly massive systems.
We detected two sources with particularly nar-
row lines: CANDELS_GOODSS_42 with a FWHM of
63 km/s and vuds_cosmos_510596653 with 62 km/s. CAN-
DELS_GOODSS_42 is a low-mass object (log(M?/M) =
9.3±0.3, Faisst et al. 2020). The line is close to the edge of the
spectral window, but the signal seems to go back to the baseline
level before the very last channel. However, we cannot firmly
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exclude an edge effect. vuds_cosmos_510596653 is too faint
at short wavelength to reliably estimate a stellar mass from
ancillary data, which is compatible with a low-mass and thus
low-dispersion system.
7.4. [CII] luminosity distribution
The [CII] luminosity L[CII] of our targets was computed using
the formula provided in Carilli & Walter (2013):
L[CII] = 1.04 × 10−3 × I[CII]D2L νobs
L
Jy km/s Mpc2 GHz
, (8)
where I[CII] is the [CII] flux, DL is the luminosity distance, and
νobs is the observed frequency. The CMB effect on the [CII] line
measurements is expected to be negligible in the ALPINE red-
shift range (Vallini et al. 2015; Lagache et al. 2018). We found a
median luminosity of (4.8± 0.4)× 108 L, which is very close to
3.6 × 108 L found for the pilot sample of 10 sources of Capak
et al. (2015). We can also compare the results with the expected
luminosity distributions based on empirical SFR-[CII] relations.
We used the relation of De Looze et al. (2014, fit of HII/starburst
galaxies) measured in the local Universe and the relation of La-
gache et al. (2018) calibrated combining the pre-ALPINE [CII]
detections and semi-analytical modeling. The SFRs were taken
from the UV to near-IR SED fitting of the ancillary data (Faisst
et al. 2020). We did not take into account any scatter in the re-
lations nor the formal uncertainties on SFR from SED fitting
for this simple comparison. The results are presented in Fig. 17
(lower right panel). The bulk of our detections are more lumi-
nous than the median expected value of the sample. As expected,
we thus tend to miss mainly the faintest systems. We observe a
significant excess of luminous [CII] objects compared to the dis-
tribution expected from the combination of the Lagache et al.
(2018) relation and the SFRs based on optical and near-infrared
SED fitting. This excess decreases to 1.2σ if we use the De
Looze et al. (2014) relation instead.
7.5. Obscured SFR as a function of [CII] luminosity
To understand the excess of luminous [CII] objects in our sam-
ple, we derived the average SFR in various [CII] luminosity and
redshift bins. These mean SFRs are determined by combining
the UV rest-frame data (Faisst et al. 2020) and the mean ob-
scured SFRs determined using a stacking of ALPINE continuum
data. This analysis is based only on stacked ALMA data and does
not explore the scatter. A more comprehensive study combining
ALPINE data and ancillary data is presented in Schaerer et al.
(2020).
We first define four [CII] luminosity bins between 108 and
109.33 L with the same logarithmic width. We chose to stack
by bins of [CII] luminosity and not by bins of continuum flux
density, since we have many more [CII] detections. In addition,
the continuum is not affected by the velocity offsets presented
in Sect. 7.2 and can be stacked knowing a priori the exact red-
shift and line width. The stacking of the undetected [CII] lines
would have been more difficult, since we do not know in which
frequency range it is located and using a very broad frequency
window would lead to poor SNRs. A few outliers are below or
above the chosen [CII] luminosity bins, but the stacking of less
than three objects would not provide meaningful results. We also
split the sample into two redshift subsamples, below and above
z=5. We then stacked the continuum of all the sources of a given
luminosity bin in image space after masking the continuum non-
target detections. We also stacked the ALMA continuum of the
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Fig. 18. Mean [CII] luminosity as a function of SFR. The obscured
SFR is measured by stacking the ALPINE continuum maps for various
sub-samples selected in redshift and [CII] luminosity. It is combined
with the mean uncorrected UV SFR from ancillary data (Faisst et al.
2020). The method is described in Sect. 7.5. The blue squares are our
measurements at z<5 and the red diamonds are for z>5. The y-axis
upper limits correspond to the mean total SFR of non-detected [CII]
samples (the y position corresponds to mean of the secure [CII] upper
limits). The blue and red dashed lines indicate the relation of Lagache
et al. (2018) at z=4.5 and z=5.5, respectively. The grey shaded area is
the 1-σ region of the relation of De Looze et al. (2014). The black arrow
represents the shift in SFR if we use the warmer Schreiber et al. (2018)
SED templates instead of the Bethermin et al. (2017) ones to determine
the infrared luminosity.
[CII] non detections to estimate their mean SFR. Since the beam
size and the source size can vary significantly from one source
to the other, the resulting stacked profile cannot be well fit by
a single elliptical Gaussian. We thus decided to use the aper-
ture method to derive the flux density (see Sect. 3.2). To be con-
sistent, we used the [CII] luminosities derived using the same
technique. Finally, we derived the uncertainties using a bootstrap
technique, which takes into account both the noise and the intrin-
sic population variance of the sources (Béthermin et al. 2012b).
The full description of the stacking technique and its validation
will be described in Khusanova et al. (in prep.).
To derive the mean SFR of each subsample, we convert the
stacked continuum fluxes into LIR using the method described in
Sect. 4 assuming the mean redshift of the subsample. The far-UV
luminosity, LFUV , is provided by the ancillary ALPINE catalog
presented in Faisst et al. (2020). The full SFR is derived com-
bining the UV and infrared SFRs (Madau & Dickinson 2014):
SFRtot = SFRIR + SFRUV = κIRLIR + κFUVLFUV, (9)
where SFRtot is the total SFR, i.e. the sum of the dust-obscured
component SFRIR and the unobscured one SFRUV. κIR and κFUV
are conversion factors from luminosity to SFR and their values
are 1.02×10−10 Myr−1L−1 and 1.47×10−10 Myr−1L−1 , respec-
tively.12
Our results are presented in Fig. 18 and in Table 6. In addi-
tion to detections, we performed the same stacking procedure on
the non detections and computed the mean of the secure upper
limits on their luminosity. All our results are within the scatter of
12 The κ coefficients from Madau & Dickinson (2014) have been con-
verted from Salpeter to Chabrier IMF by dividing them by a factor of
1.7.
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Table 6. Mean total SFR measured combining ALPINE continuum stacking and ancillary UV data (see Sect 7.5) in various redshift and [CII]
luminosity bins.
〈L[CII]〉 〈z〉 〈S ν〉 〈SFRIR〉 〈SFRUV〉 〈SFRtot〉
108 L mJy M/yr M/yr M/yr
z < 5
Non detections <1.6 4.49 0.048±0.028 7±4 10±1 17±4
8.00<log(L[CII])<8.33 1.6 4.53 0.051±0.039 7±6 16±4 24±7
8.33<log(L[CII])<8.67 3.7 4.51 0.087±0.041 13±6 15±1 27±6
8.67<log(L[CII])<9.00 6.5 4.51 0.079±0.033 11±5 19±2 30±5
9.00<log(L[CII])<9.33 13.6 4.54 0.289±0.049 42±7 18±3 61±8
z > 5
Non detections <1.4 5.61 0.014±0.012 3±2 10±1 13±3
8.00<log(L[CII])<8.33 1.5 5.63 <0.048 <9 11±2 11±4
8.33<log(L[CII])<8.67 3.1 5.54 0.031±0.030 6±6 25±8 31±10
8.67<log(L[CII])<9.00 5.9 5.45 0.109±0.028 21±5 21±3 42±6
9.00<log(L[CII])<9.33 13.6 5.49 0.269±0.008 53±2 29±4 82±4
the De Looze et al. (2014) and Lagache et al. (2018) relations13.
At low luminosity (log(LCII)<8.66), our mean data points nicely
agree with the center of their relation. However, at high [CII]
fluxes (log(LCII)>8.66), our mean stacked z<5 data point is on
the 1-σ upper envelop of these relations. There is thus a mild
average [CII] excess in the most luminous sources of our sam-
ple. Even if it is rare, [CII]-excesses have been observed in the
local Universe (Smirnova-Pinchukova et al. 2019), but we usu-
ally observe a deficit in bright sources (Díaz-Santos et al. 2013).
This apparent [CII] excess could also be an SED effect. Indeed,
if brighter sources have warmer dust than the average stacked
value, their obscured SFR would be underestimated. This ex-
planation is compatible with the warmer dust SED measured by
stacking for the SFR>100 M/yr sources at the same redshift in
the COSMOS field (see Sect. 4.4). If we use the Schreiber et al.
(2018) SED template, which fits better the high-SFR stacked
SED, instead of the Bethermin et al. (2017) one, we find that
SFRIR is a factor of 1.4 higher. In Fig. 18, we illustrate the im-
pact of a warmer dust using a black arrow, showing that it can
explain this small [CII] excess. Finally, we tested if this excess
could be caused by merging systems by excluding objects clas-
sified as merger (type=2) in Le Fèvre et al. (2019) and redoing
the full procedure, but the excess remained. These results and a
detailed analysis of the [CII]–SFR relation at high redshift are
discussed in depth in Schaerer et al. (2020).
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the data processing and the catalog
construction of the ALPINE ALMA large program. The perfor-
mance of our survey is fully compatible with our initial goal. Our
main technical results are:
– After flagging a few badly calibrated antennae, we produced
continuum and [CII] moment-0 maps and reached a typi-
cal sensitivity of 30 µJy RMS in continuum and 0.14 Jy km/s
for [CII] in a 235 km/s bandwidth. The average beam size is
1.13"×0.85".
– We investigated the stability of quasars used as flux cali-
brators during the observation campaign and found that the
fluctuations between two successive calibrator survey obser-
vations are lower than the standard 10 % calibration uncer-
tainty.
13 The scatter on the Lagache et al. (2018) is not shown on the figure
for clarity, but it is larger than De Looze et al. (2014) (∼0.55 dex).
– We detected 23 of our 118 targets in continuum above 3.5σ
threshold corresponding to a 95 % purity. In the rest of the
field, we had to extract sources above 5σ because of the
lower number density of emitters and detected 57 non-target
additional continuum sources.
– We measured the flux densities of our detections using five
different methods. They well agree with each other, except
the one based on peak flux density because of the large frac-
tion of marginally resolved objects in our sample.
– We performed Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the com-
pleteness and the flux boosting for the non-target continuum
sources and proposed a simple way to derive them as a func-
tion of the source flux density, size, and the local noise.
– After adjusting our extraction algorithm to reach 95 % purity,
we detected 75 of our 118 targets in [CII]. Similarly to the
continuum, we checked the robustness of the photometry by
comparing five different methods.
In addition to these technical results, we obtained promising
first scientific results. Our main findings are:
– To determine the conversion factor from the 158 µm con-
tinuum luminosity to the total infrared luminosity (L158 µm
= 0.093 LIR), we measured average dust SEDs by stack-
ing single-dish data at the position of COSMOS photometric
sources similar to ALPINE ones.
– The target sources detected in continuum have a median flux
density of 0.26 mJy, a median LIR of 4.4×1011 L, and a me-
dian stellar mass of 1.1 × 1010 M. As expected, the detec-
tions are among the most massive and star-forming systems
of our sample.
– The non-target continuum detections have a mean redshift
of 2.5±0.2 (median = 2.3) and are mainly lower-redshift
sources without a physical connection with the ALPINE tar-
gets.
– We derived number counts probing the 0.35 to 5.6 mJy range.
We identified a slope break in the counts around 3 mJy and
estimated that the contribution of >0.35 mJy sources to the
CIB is 40–69 %.
– The detected [CII] targets have a median [CII] luminosity of
4.8 × 108 L and a median FWHM of 252 km/s. We also ob-
served significant offsets between the optical and [CII] red-
shifts (up to 1000 km/s).
– We measured the mean obscured SFR in various [CII] lumi-
nosity bins by stacking ALPINE continuum data and com-
bined it with the unobscured SFR from ancillary rest-frame
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UV data. Our data agrees with the local and predicted SFR-
L[CII] relations of De Looze et al. (2014) and Lagache et al.
(2018).
The ALPINE products are publicly available at
https://cesam.lam.fr/a2c2s/.
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Appendix A: Pointing list, beam size, and depth
Table A.1. Summary of the characteristics of our observations in the field around
each of our target source. The coordinates correspond to the phase center of the
ALMA pointing, which is also the optical position of the target. The sensitivities
obtained in the moment-0 maps are normalized to a velocity window width of
235 km/s (see Sect. 2.6). These results are discussed in Sect. 2.6.
Target source RA Dec Frequency beam size σcont σmom0
√
(235km/s)/∆v
h:m:s deg:min:s GHz µJy/beam Jy km/s/beam
CANDELS_GOODSS_12 3:32:54.03 -27:50:00.82 356.2 1.04"×0.79" 54 0.232
CANDELS_GOODSS_14 3:32:18.92 -27:53:02.75 294.6 1.22"×0.92" 22 0.054
CANDELS_GOODSS_19 3:32:22.97 -27:46:29.02 350.6 1.01"×0.77" 45 0.099
CANDELS_GOODSS_21 3:32:11.93 -27:41:57.08 295.6 1.15"×0.98" 22 0.029
CANDELS_GOODSS_32 3:32:17.00 -27:41:13.72 356.2 1.04"×0.79" 51 0.104
CANDELS_GOODSS_37 3:32:41.61 -27:49:05.89 350.6 1.01"×0.78" 42 0.049
CANDELS_GOODSS_38 3:32:15.90 -27:41:23.95 294.5 1.41"×0.90" 29 0.098
CANDELS_GOODSS_42 3:32:39.82 -27:52:58.08 295.6 1.15"×0.98" 22 0.014
CANDELS_GOODSS_47 3:32:45.23 -27:49:09.84 294.5 1.41"×0.90" 28 0.062
CANDELS_GOODSS_57 3:32:39.03 -27:52:23.09 296.6 1.17"×1.01" 26 0.041
CANDELS_GOODSS_75 3:32:32.61 -27:47:54.02 294.6 1.22"×0.92" 25 0.086
CANDELS_GOODSS_8 3:32:37.63 -27:50:22.41 296.6 1.17"×1.01" 25 0.039
DEIMOS_COSMOS_206253 10:01:07.03 +1:35:36.91 353.9 1.11"×0.77" 42 0.069
DEIMOS_COSMOS_224751 9:59:52.13 +1:37:23.10 289.4 1.17"×0.98" 19 0.016
DEIMOS_COSMOS_274035 9:59:32.47 +1:42:05.97 351.5 1.06"×0.89" 53 0.132
DEIMOS_COSMOS_298678 10:01:26.90 +1:44:30.16 291.0 1.26"×0.97" 32 0.050
DEIMOS_COSMOS_308643 10:01:26.69 +1:45:26.21 348.7 1.16"×0.86" 59 0.172
DEIMOS_COSMOS_328419 9:59:55.01 +1:47:20.68 289.3 1.57"×0.88" 38 0.064
DEIMOS_COSMOS_336830 10:01:36.10 +1:48:06.43 288.1 1.07"×0.79" 24 0.039
DEIMOS_COSMOS_351640 10:01:29.09 +1:49:29.37 290.3 1.19"×1.03" 29 0.038
DEIMOS_COSMOS_357722 9:59:52.03 +1:50:05.52 289.0 0.96"×0.82" 23 0.028
DEIMOS_COSMOS_372292 9:59:39.17 +1:51:28.11 314.5 1.11"×0.89" 30 0.063
DEIMOS_COSMOS_378903 10:01:11.42 +1:52:06.06 302.3 1.40"×0.92" 35 0.058
DEIMOS_COSMOS_396844 10:00:59.64 +1:53:47.45 348.0 1.28"×0.77" 55 0.154
DEIMOS_COSMOS_400160 10:01:04.10 +1:54:05.00 350.2 1.42"×0.80" 69 0.229
DEIMOS_COSMOS_403030 10:00:06.58 +1:54:21.19 348.1 1.26"×0.78" 64 0.092
DEIMOS_COSMOS_406956 10:02:08.81 +1:54:45.12 289.5 1.40"×0.92" 34 0.053
DEIMOS_COSMOS_412589 10:01:36.82 +1:55:16.85 354.8 1.05"×0.78" 49 0.068
DEIMOS_COSMOS_416105 10:02:45.67 +1:55:35.89 291.5 1.22"×0.97" 19 0.029
DEIMOS_COSMOS_417567 10:02:04.10 +1:55:44.09 289.9 0.95"×0.72" 24 0.061
DEIMOS_COSMOS_420065 10:01:23.83 +1:56:00.24 289.1 0.98"×0.79" 23 0.036
DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 10:00:08.54 +1:56:04.52 295.7 1.01"×0.85" 19 0.038
DEIMOS_COSMOS_422677 10:01:59.47 +1:56:12.92 355.9 0.98"×0.80" 56 0.126
DEIMOS_COSMOS_430951 10:01:18.43 +1:57:03.64 289.3 1.56"×0.88" 46 0.209
DEIMOS_COSMOS_431067 10:01:28.46 +1:57:03.84 356.5 0.93"×0.84" 51 0.073
DEIMOS_COSMOS_432340 10:02:09.55 +1:57:05.77 356.5 0.93"×0.84" 56 0.077
DEIMOS_COSMOS_434239 10:01:17.11 +1:57:19.12 352.9 1.01"×0.85" 45 0.214
DEIMOS_COSMOS_442844 9:59:59.81 +1:58:13.29 352.8 0.90"×0.82" 46 0.064
DEIMOS_COSMOS_454608 10:02:43.37 +1:59:20.84 347.5 1.06"×0.81" 60 0.130
DEIMOS_COSMOS_460378 10:00:11.38 +1:59:54.39 302.3 1.41"×0.93" 36 0.054
DEIMOS_COSMOS_470116 9:59:44.06 +2:00:50.72 289.1 0.98"×0.79" 22 0.059
DEIMOS_COSMOS_471063 10:00:15.67 +2:00:56.13 289.5 1.41"×0.92" 35 0.057
DEIMOS_COSMOS_472215 10:00:19.97 +2:01:03.42 291.0 1.26"×0.98" 31 0.057
DEIMOS_COSMOS_488399 10:03:01.15 +2:02:35.98 291.5 1.22"×0.97" 19 0.063
DEIMOS_COSMOS_493583 10:00:23.35 +2:03:04.37 349.4 1.03"×0.78" 53 0.083
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494057 9:58:28.51 +2:03:06.80 295.7 1.01"×0.85" 21 0.042
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494763 10:00:05.11 +2:03:12.11 311.4 1.03"×0.89" 27 0.072
DEIMOS_COSMOS_503575 9:58:53.26 +2:04:01.36 290.9 1.19"×0.75" 21 0.034
DEIMOS_COSMOS_510660 9:59:53.16 +2:04:37.68 347.1 1.28"×0.77" 49 0.152
DEIMOS_COSMOS_519281 9:59:00.91 +2:05:27.60 295.8 1.28"×0.98" 34 0.111
DEIMOS_COSMOS_536534 9:59:53.26 +2:07:05.42 289.0 0.95"×0.82" 26 0.126
DEIMOS_COSMOS_539609 9:59:07.27 +2:07:21.31 314.5 1.12"×0.89" 32 0.088
DEIMOS_COSMOS_549131 10:00:42.94 +2:08:12.36 296.7 1.18"×0.94" 34 0.064
DEIMOS_COSMOS_550156 10:01:00.48 +2:08:17.86 355.6 0.98"×0.80" 49 0.069
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Table A.1. continued.
Target source RA Dec Frequency beam size σcont σmom0
√
(235km/s)/∆v
h:min:s deg:min:s GHz µJy/beam Jy km/s/beam
DEIMOS_COSMOS_552206 9:58:26.78 +2:08:27.32 296.7 1.17"×0.95" 36 0.109
DEIMOS_COSMOS_567070 10:01:05.95 +2:09:48.75 348.4 1.11"×0.79" 54 0.086
DEIMOS_COSMOS_576372 9:59:54.77 +2:10:39.26 290.3 1.19"×1.04" 29 0.046
DEIMOS_COSMOS_586681 10:00:08.78 +2:11:36.49 283.7 1.61"×0.91" 43 0.078
DEIMOS_COSMOS_592644 10:00:26.62 +2:12:05.96 350.6 0.99"×0.79" 44 0.070
DEIMOS_COSMOS_627939 10:01:04.87 +2:15:14.03 350.1 1.03"×0.85" 37 0.097
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628063 10:00:52.25 +2:15:15.42 348.1 1.28"×0.78" 60 0.079
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628137 9:59:54.53 +2:15:16.38 291.1 1.27"×0.89" 23 0.040
DEIMOS_COSMOS_629750 10:00:34.32 +2:15:24.47 315.4 1.25"×0.88" 34 0.053
DEIMOS_COSMOS_630594 10:00:32.62 +2:15:28.40 353.9 1.13"×0.77" 48 0.103
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665509 9:58:56.45 +2:18:39.24 348.6 1.06"×0.84" 56 0.148
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 10:01:14.23 +2:18:42.34 347.2 1.06"×0.83" 46 0.035
DEIMOS_COSMOS_680104 10:01:10.15 +2:19:56.28 350.2 0.99"×0.83" 53 0.081
DEIMOS_COSMOS_683613 10:00:09.43 +2:20:13.86 295.8 1.29"×0.98" 34 0.072
DEIMOS_COSMOS_709575 9:59:47.06 +2:22:32.79 355.9 0.99"×0.80" 57 0.092
DEIMOS_COSMOS_722679 9:59:44.90 +2:23:46.36 288.1 1.07"×0.79" 26 0.072
DEIMOS_COSMOS_733857 10:01:19.92 +2:24:47.48 347.5 1.13"×0.80" 54 0.104
DEIMOS_COSMOS_742174 10:00:39.12 +2:25:32.43 291.1 1.27"×0.89" 24 0.026
DEIMOS_COSMOS_743730 10:01:12.50 +2:25:42.78 349.4 1.17"×0.77" 42 0.057
DEIMOS_COSMOS_761315 9:59:48.53 +2:27:20.35 347.4 0.96"×0.85" 41 0.099
DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 10:01:10.06 +2:28:29.07 289.4 1.17"×0.99" 20 0.055
DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780 9:59:56.66 +2:29:48.08 351.5 1.06"×0.90" 49 0.040
DEIMOS_COSMOS_790930 10:01:27.77 +2:30:06.06 290.9 1.18"×0.75" 21 0.035
DEIMOS_COSMOS_803480 9:59:57.24 +2:31:12.88 347.8 0.93"×0.83" 38 0.039
DEIMOS_COSMOS_814483 10:01:27.17 +2:32:10.17 347.1 1.26"×0.77" 48 0.133
DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 10:01:54.86 +2:32:31.54 347.2 1.05"×0.82" 52 0.157
DEIMOS_COSMOS_834764 9:59:35.74 +2:34:00.51 350.2 1.45"×0.81" 74 0.163
DEIMOS_COSMOS_838532 10:01:43.70 +2:34:21.10 348.9 1.22"×0.78" 51 0.053
DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 10:00:54.53 +2:34:35.16 349.1 1.25"×0.78" 75 0.075
DEIMOS_COSMOS_843045 10:00:12.36 +2:34:43.68 283.7 1.62"×0.91" 48 0.056
DEIMOS_COSMOS_845652 10:00:51.60 +2:34:57.55 307.6 0.92"×0.85" 30 0.061
DEIMOS_COSMOS_848185 10:00:21.50 +2:35:11.08 307.6 0.92"×0.85" 29 0.110
DEIMOS_COSMOS_859732 10:00:00.50 +2:36:19.14 348.4 1.12"×0.79" 60 0.111
DEIMOS_COSMOS_869970 10:00:24.98 +2:37:18.17 311.4 1.04"×0.89" 26 0.038
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873321 10:00:04.06 +2:37:35.90 315.4 1.26"×0.88" 37 0.077
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873756 10:00:02.71 +2:37:40.20 347.4 0.96"×0.85" 44 0.245
DEIMOS_COSMOS_880016 9:59:55.18 +2:38:08.21 348.1 1.22"×0.83" 44 0.109
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725 10:00:13.56 +2:38:16.92 346.6 1.19"×0.75" 47 0.083
DEIMOS_COSMOS_910650 10:00:22.51 +2:41:03.38 290.6 0.97"×0.76" 24 0.038
DEIMOS_COSMOS_920848 9:59:33.82 +2:41:56.12 348.9 1.24"×0.78" 52 0.072
DEIMOS_COSMOS_926434 10:00:26.18 +2:42:23.24 355.6 0.99"×0.80" 52 0.068
DEIMOS_COSMOS_933876 9:59:36.29 +2:43:09.54 356.3 0.97"×0.81" 53 0.071
vuds_cosmos_5100537582 10:01:33.52 +1:50:20.39 349.4 1.16"×0.77" 44 0.085
vuds_cosmos_5100541407 10:01:00.91 +1:48:33.85 347.5 1.06"×0.81" 62 0.109
vuds_cosmos_5100559223 10:00:53.14 +1:51:53.41 348.7 1.17"×0.86" 54 0.071
vuds_cosmos_5100822662 9:58:57.91 +2:04:51.45 349.8 1.09"×0.83" 31 0.054
vuds_cosmos_5100969402 10:01:20.10 +2:17:01.06 346.0 0.98"×0.81" 38 0.090
vuds_cosmos_5100994794 10:00:41.15 +2:17:14.13 346.0 0.97"×0.82" 38 0.079
vuds_cosmos_5101013812 10:00:50.37 +2:09:47.25 356.3 0.96"×0.81" 50 0.072
vuds_cosmos_5101209780 10:01:33.45 +2:22:10.23 348.0 1.29"×0.76" 62 0.248
vuds_cosmos_5101210235 10:01:31.60 +2:21:57.95 347.8 0.93"×0.82" 39 0.056
vuds_cosmos_5101218326 10:01:12.50 +2:18:52.72 348.1 1.20"×0.83" 42 0.104
vuds_cosmos_5101244930 10:00:47.66 +2:18:02.32 347.5 1.12"×0.80" 59 0.291
vuds_cosmos_5101288969 9:59:30.65 +2:19:53.50 290.3 0.93"×0.77" 17 0.034
vuds_cosmos_510148750 9:59:22.27 +1:59:34.55 350.1 1.03"×0.85" 35 0.052
vuds_cosmos_510327576 10:00:26.55 +1:47:06.05 348.6 1.06"×0.84" 54 0.082
vuds_cosmos_510581738 9:59:38.11 +1:52:39.22 350.6 0.99"×0.79" 48 0.081
vuds_cosmos_510596653 9:59:18.29 +1:56:17.19 346.6 1.18"×0.75" 46 0.028
vuds_cosmos_510605533 9:59:24.61 +1:52:43.05 350.2 0.99"×0.82" 54 0.194
vuds_cosmos_510786441 10:00:34.30 +1:59:21.14 353.9 1.01"×0.85" 34 0.061
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Table A.1. continued.
Target source RA Dec Frequency beam size σcont σmom0
√
(235km/s)/∆v
h:min:s deg:min:s GHz µJy/beam Jy km/s/beam
vuds_cosmos_5110377875 10:01:32.33 +2:24:30.41 349.4 1.03"×0.79" 55 0.123
vuds_cosmos_5131465996 10:00:52.80 +2:27:55.94 352.8 0.90"×0.83" 45 0.062
vuds_cosmos_5180966608 10:01:37.46 +2:08:23.69 350.4 1.26"×0.75" 43 0.096
vuds_efdcs_530029038 3:32:19.03 -27:52:38.14 356.0 1.11"×0.77" 33 0.082
Appendix B: Continuum cutouts and catalogs
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Fig. B.1. Cutout images of the continuum-detected target sources. The red and the gold contours indicate the 3.5σ and 5σ levels, respectively.
The white crosshair indicate the phase center.
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Table B.1. Characteristics of the continuum-detected target sources. The frequency is the mean of the channels used to derive the continuum. The
flux Sν was measured using the 2D-fit approached described in Sect. 3.1. The monochromatic luminosity νLν is derived at (1 + z) νobs and does
not need any assumption on the galaxy SEDs. The total infrared luminosity LIR (8-1000 µm) is derived assuming Bethermin et al. (2017) SED
(see discussion in Sect. 4). The measurement uncertainties do not include the calibration uncertainties (∼4.5 % on average and up to 10 %, see
Sect. 2.3).
Name RA Dec Freq. SNR SNR Sν νLν LIR
h:min:s deg:min:s GHz (tap.) µJy log10(L/L)
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873756 10:00:02.72 +02:37:39.99 347.4 21.7 20.1 1355±76 11.41 12.26
DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 10:01:54.86 +02:32:31.43 347.2 9.5 9.6 1077±130 11.31 12.16
DEIMOS_COSMOS_488399 10:03:01.15 +02:02:35.77 291.5 9.3 9.0 253±32 10.83 11.67
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494057 09:58:28.50 +02:03:06.42 295.7 7.1 5.6 179±30 10.66 11.51
DEIMOS_COSMOS_848185 10:00:21.50 +02:35:11.03 307.6 7.1 7.5 319±50 10.88 11.73
vuds_cosmos_5100822662 09:58:57.90 +02:04:51.38 349.8 6.5 4.8 210±38 10.60 11.45
vuds_cosmos_5101218326 10:01:12.50 +02:18:52.37 348.1 6.5 6.3 462±79 10.95 11.79
vuds_cosmos_5180966608 10:01:37.48 +02:08:23.39 350.4 5.7 5.6 419±84 10.90 11.74
DEIMOS_COSMOS_396844 10:00:59.65 +01:53:47.52 348.0 5.6 4.6 346±69 10.82 11.67
CANDELS_GOODSS_19 03:32:22.97 -27:46:29.32 350.6 5.4 3.9 278±61 10.71 11.57
DEIMOS_COSMOS_683613 10:00:09.41 +02:20:13.41 295.8 5.1 5.1 245±54 10.80 11.65
DEIMOS_COSMOS_552206 09:58:26.80 +02:08:26.80 296.7 4.5 4.5 285±73 10.86 11.71
vuds_cosmos_5101209780 Multi-component object, see Appendix D.1
DEIMOS_COSMOS_422677 10:01:59.46 +01:56:12.93 355.9 4.3 3.2 375±123 10.84 11.68
vuds_cosmos_5100969402 10:01:20.11 +02:17:01.13 346.0 4.0 3.9 327±99 10.80 11.65
vuds_cosmos_5100994794 10:00:41.18 +02:17:14.27 346.0 4.0 2.3 117±36 10.35 11.20
CANDELS_GOODSS_32 03:32:17.01 -27:41:13.97 356.2 3.9 3.2 230±65 10.62 11.47
DEIMOS_COSMOS_460378 10:00:11.39 +01:59:54.00 302.3 3.8 2.8 116±35 10.46 11.31
DEIMOS_COSMOS_539609 09:59:07.25 +02:07:21.02 314.5 3.7 3.2 187±54 10.64 11.48
vuds_efdcs_530029038 Multi-component object, see Appendix D.1
DEIMOS_COSMOS_493583 10:00:23.36 +02:03:04.23 349.4 3.6 2.9 235±81 10.64 11.50
DEIMOS_COSMOS_417567 10:02:04.14 +01:55:43.93 289.9 3.6 3.7 201±60 10.73 11.58
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725 Multi-component object, see Appendix D.1
Table B.2. Upper limits on the flux densities and luminosities for target con-
tinuum non detections (see explanation in Sect. 3.3). Three methods are used to
compute them (aggressive, normal, and secure) and are described in Sect. 3.3). In
the absence of any external information, we recommend to use the secure upper
limits. If the source is known to be point-like, the normal upper limits can be
used. The luminosities are derived using the same method as in Table B.1.
Name 3-σ upper limit on flux density 3-σ upper limit on νLν 3-σ upper limit on LIR
aggr. norm. sec. aggr. norm. sec. aggr. norm. sec.
mJy log10(L/L) log10(L/L)
CANDELS_GOODSS_12 <0.164 <0.241 <0.236 <11.20 <11.37 <11.36 <11.84 <12.01 <12.00
CANDELS_GOODSS_14 <0.067 <0.108 <0.119 <11.04 <11.25 <11.29 <11.94 <12.15 <12.19
CANDELS_GOODSS_21 <0.066 <0.141 <0.145 <11.04 <11.37 <11.38 <11.94 <12.27 <12.28
CANDELS_GOODSS_37 <0.121 <0.227 <0.255 <11.09 <11.36 <11.41 <11.76 <12.03 <12.08
CANDELS_GOODSS_38 <0.088 <0.136 <0.178 <11.17 <11.36 <11.47 <12.06 <12.25 <12.37
CANDELS_GOODSS_42 <0.066 <0.106 <0.106 <11.03 <11.24 <11.24 <11.92 <12.13 <12.13
CANDELS_GOODSS_47 <0.086 <0.157 <0.167 <11.16 <11.42 <11.44 <12.05 <12.32 <12.34
CANDELS_GOODSS_57 <0.076 <0.133 <0.206 <11.10 <11.34 <11.53 <11.99 <12.24 <12.43
CANDELS_GOODSS_75 <0.074 <0.097 <0.092 <11.10 <11.21 <11.19 <11.99 <12.11 <12.09
CANDELS_GOODSS_8 <0.075 <0.118 <0.151 <11.08 <11.28 <11.39 <11.97 <12.17 <12.28
DEIMOS_COSMOS_206253 <0.127 <0.219 <0.216 <11.10 <11.34 <11.33 <11.76 <11.99 <11.99
DEIMOS_COSMOS_224751 <0.057 <0.071 <0.080 <11.00 <11.10 <11.15 <11.92 <12.01 <12.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_274035 <0.157 <0.270 <0.281 <11.20 <11.43 <11.45 <11.85 <12.09 <12.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_298678 <0.096 <0.148 <0.161 <11.22 <11.41 <11.45 <12.13 <12.32 <12.36
DEIMOS_COSMOS_308643 <0.179 <0.313 <0.324 <11.26 <11.51 <11.52 <11.93 <12.18 <12.19
DEIMOS_COSMOS_328419 <0.116 <0.186 <0.179 <11.31 <11.52 <11.50 <12.22 <12.43 <12.41
DEIMOS_COSMOS_336830 <0.074 <0.102 <0.132 <11.11 <11.26 <11.37 <12.03 <12.17 <12.28
DEIMOS_COSMOS_351640 <0.089 <0.133 <0.148 <11.19 <11.37 <11.41 <12.11 <12.28 <12.33
DEIMOS_COSMOS_357722 <0.069 <0.101 <0.100 <11.09 <11.25 <11.25 <12.01 <12.17 <12.17
DEIMOS_COSMOS_372292 <0.091 <0.137 <0.182 <11.10 <11.28 <11.40 <11.93 <12.10 <12.22
DEIMOS_COSMOS_378903 <0.107 <0.162 <0.133 <11.22 <11.40 <11.32 <12.10 <12.28 <12.19
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Table B.2. continued.
Name 3-σ upper limit on flux density 3-σ upper limit on νLν 3-σ upper limit on LIR
agr. norm. sec. agr. norm. sec. agr. norm. sec.
mJy log10(L/L) log10(L/L)
DEIMOS_COSMOS_400160 <0.211 <0.377 <0.401 <11.33 <11.59 <11.61 <12.01 <12.26 <12.29
DEIMOS_COSMOS_403030 <0.186 <0.348 <0.384 <11.29 <11.56 <11.60 <11.97 <12.24 <12.29
DEIMOS_COSMOS_406956 <0.104 <0.128 <0.133 <11.26 <11.35 <11.36 <12.16 <12.26 <12.27
DEIMOS_COSMOS_412589 <0.147 <0.270 <0.384 <11.15 <11.42 <11.57 <11.80 <12.06 <12.21
DEIMOS_COSMOS_416105 <0.057 <0.081 <0.097 <10.99 <11.14 <11.22 <11.89 <12.04 <12.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_420065 <0.068 <0.104 <0.122 <11.08 <11.27 <11.33 <11.99 <12.18 <12.25
DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 <0.058 <0.080 <0.079 <10.99 <11.12 <11.12 <11.88 <12.02 <12.02
DEIMOS_COSMOS_430951 <0.136 <0.247 <0.279 <11.37 <11.63 <11.69 <12.28 <12.54 <12.60
DEIMOS_COSMOS_431067 <0.154 <0.221 <0.275 <11.18 <11.33 <11.43 <11.82 <11.97 <12.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_432340 <0.166 <0.358 <0.465 <11.20 <11.54 <11.65 <11.84 <12.17 <12.28
DEIMOS_COSMOS_434239 <0.136 <0.231 <0.322 <11.13 <11.37 <11.51 <11.79 <12.02 <12.17
DEIMOS_COSMOS_442844 <0.140 <0.227 <0.270 <11.15 <11.36 <11.43 <11.81 <12.02 <12.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_454608 <0.178 <0.277 <0.285 <11.27 <11.46 <11.48 <11.96 <12.15 <12.16
DEIMOS_COSMOS_470116 <0.067 <0.118 <0.117 <11.07 <11.31 <11.31 <11.98 <12.22 <12.22
DEIMOS_COSMOS_471063 <0.105 <0.205 <0.183 <11.27 <11.56 <11.51 <12.18 <12.47 <12.42
DEIMOS_COSMOS_472215 <0.092 <0.198 <0.194 <11.20 <11.53 <11.52 <12.11 <12.44 <12.43
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494763 <0.081 <0.151 <0.209 <11.07 <11.34 <11.48 <11.91 <12.18 <12.32
DEIMOS_COSMOS_503575 <0.062 <0.109 <0.098 <11.03 <11.27 <11.23 <11.94 <12.18 <12.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_510660 <0.147 <0.247 <0.256 <11.18 <11.41 <11.42 <11.86 <12.09 <12.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_519281 <0.103 <0.179 <0.231 <11.23 <11.47 <11.58 <12.13 <12.37 <12.48
DEIMOS_COSMOS_536534 <0.078 <0.141 <0.123 <11.13 <11.39 <11.33 <12.04 <12.30 <12.24
DEIMOS_COSMOS_549131 <0.100 <0.153 <0.193 <11.21 <11.40 <11.50 <12.11 <12.30 <12.40
DEIMOS_COSMOS_550156 <0.147 <0.222 <0.319 <11.15 <11.33 <11.49 <11.79 <11.97 <12.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_567070 <0.163 <0.278 <0.379 <11.23 <11.46 <11.60 <11.91 <12.14 <12.28
DEIMOS_COSMOS_576372 <0.088 <0.151 <0.158 <11.18 <11.42 <11.44 <12.09 <12.32 <12.34
DEIMOS_COSMOS_586681 <0.131 <0.179 <0.180 <11.39 <11.53 <11.53 <12.32 <12.45 <12.46
DEIMOS_COSMOS_592644 <0.137 <0.217 <0.265 <11.14 <11.35 <11.43 <11.82 <12.02 <12.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_627939 <0.110 <0.204 <0.239 <11.05 <11.32 <11.39 <11.73 <11.99 <12.06
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628063 <0.181 <0.268 <0.267 <11.27 <11.44 <11.44 <11.95 <12.12 <12.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628137 <0.068 <0.104 <0.126 <11.07 <11.26 <11.34 <11.98 <12.17 <12.25
DEIMOS_COSMOS_629750 <0.103 <0.173 <0.180 <11.15 <11.37 <11.39 <11.97 <12.20 <12.21
DEIMOS_COSMOS_630594 <0.143 <0.242 <0.291 <11.15 <11.38 <11.45 <11.79 <12.02 <12.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665509 <0.173 <0.227 <0.259 <11.25 <11.37 <11.42 <11.92 <12.04 <12.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 <0.135 <0.215 <0.275 <11.15 <11.35 <11.46 <11.84 <12.04 <12.15
DEIMOS_COSMOS_680104 <0.154 <0.290 <0.362 <11.20 <11.47 <11.57 <11.87 <12.15 <12.24
DEIMOS_COSMOS_709575 <0.171 <0.333 <0.379 <11.22 <11.51 <11.56 <11.85 <12.14 <12.20
DEIMOS_COSMOS_722679 <0.078 <0.126 <0.134 <11.15 <11.36 <11.38 <12.06 <12.27 <12.30
DEIMOS_COSMOS_733857 <0.162 <0.267 <0.366 <11.22 <11.44 <11.58 <11.90 <12.12 <12.26
DEIMOS_COSMOS_742174 <0.071 <0.135 <0.148 <11.09 <11.36 <11.40 <11.99 <12.27 <12.31
DEIMOS_COSMOS_743730 <0.126 <0.233 <0.294 <11.11 <11.37 <11.48 <11.77 <12.04 <12.14
DEIMOS_COSMOS_761315 <0.119 <0.233 <0.290 <11.10 <11.39 <11.48 <11.78 <12.08 <12.17
DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 <0.059 <0.119 <0.151 <11.01 <11.32 <11.42 <11.92 <12.22 <12.33
DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780 <0.150 <0.214 <0.249 <11.18 <11.34 <11.40 <11.85 <12.00 <12.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_790930 <0.062 <0.091 <0.109 <11.03 <11.20 <11.28 <11.94 <12.11 <12.19
DEIMOS_COSMOS_803480 <0.114 <0.193 <0.217 <11.07 <11.30 <11.35 <11.75 <11.97 <12.03
DEIMOS_COSMOS_814483 <0.142 <0.307 <0.393 <11.17 <11.51 <11.62 <11.86 <12.20 <12.30
DEIMOS_COSMOS_834764 <0.216 <0.332 <0.316 <11.34 <11.53 <11.50 <12.00 <12.19 <12.17
DEIMOS_COSMOS_838532 <0.155 <0.310 <0.328 <11.20 <11.50 <11.52 <11.87 <12.17 <12.20
DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 <0.214 <9.095 <9.979 <11.35 <12.97 <13.01 <12.02 <13.65 <13.69
DEIMOS_COSMOS_843045 <0.141 <0.187 <0.249 <11.41 <11.54 <11.66 <12.34 <12.46 <12.58
DEIMOS_COSMOS_845652 <0.088 <0.145 <0.170 <11.11 <11.33 <11.40 <11.97 <12.19 <12.26
DEIMOS_COSMOS_859732 <0.178 <0.218 <0.263 <11.26 <11.35 <11.43 <11.93 <12.02 <12.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_869970 <0.078 <0.135 <0.163 <11.04 <11.28 <11.36 <11.88 <12.12 <12.20
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873321 <0.111 <0.214 <0.282 <11.19 <11.47 <11.59 <12.02 <12.30 <12.42
DEIMOS_COSMOS_880016 <0.133 <0.247 <0.274 <11.13 <11.40 <11.45 <11.81 <12.08 <12.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_910650 <0.073 <0.136 <0.188 <11.10 <11.37 <11.51 <12.01 <12.28 <12.42
DEIMOS_COSMOS_920848 <0.158 <0.241 <0.285 <11.21 <11.40 <11.47 <11.89 <12.08 <12.15
DEIMOS_COSMOS_926434 <0.154 <0.282 <0.325 <11.18 <11.44 <11.50 <11.83 <12.09 <12.15
DEIMOS_COSMOS_933876 <0.154 <0.324 <0.456 <11.17 <11.49 <11.64 <11.81 <12.13 <12.28
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Table B.2. continued.
Name 3-σ upper limit on flux density 3-σ upper limit on νLν 3-σ upper limit on LIR
agr. norm. sec. agr. norm. sec. agr. norm. sec.
mJy log10(L/L) log10(L/L)
vuds_cosmos_5100537582 <0.130 <0.267 <0.336 <11.13 <11.44 <11.54 <11.81 <12.12 <12.22
vuds_cosmos_5100541407 <0.183 <0.369 <0.439 <11.28 <11.58 <11.66 <11.95 <12.26 <12.33
vuds_cosmos_5100559223 <0.165 <0.339 <0.391 <11.23 <11.55 <11.61 <11.92 <12.23 <12.29
vuds_cosmos_5101013812 <0.151 <0.200 <0.264 <11.16 <11.29 <11.41 <11.80 <11.92 <12.04
vuds_cosmos_5101210235 <0.115 <0.164 <0.226 <11.08 <11.23 <11.37 <11.76 <11.92 <12.06
vuds_cosmos_5101244930 <0.176 <0.338 <0.337 <11.27 <11.55 <11.55 <11.95 <12.24 <12.23
vuds_cosmos_5101288969 <0.050 <0.090 <0.103 <10.95 <11.20 <11.25 <11.86 <12.11 <12.17
vuds_cosmos_510148750 <0.105 <0.154 <0.174 <11.03 <11.19 <11.25 <11.69 <11.86 <11.91
vuds_cosmos_510327576 <0.161 <0.329 <0.331 <11.22 <11.53 <11.54 <11.90 <12.21 <12.22
vuds_cosmos_510581738 <0.144 <0.246 <0.353 <11.16 <11.39 <11.55 <11.83 <12.06 <12.21
vuds_cosmos_510596653 <0.135 <0.285 <0.320 <11.15 <11.47 <11.52 <11.83 <12.16 <12.21
vuds_cosmos_510605533 <0.162 <0.233 <0.311 <11.21 <11.37 <11.50 <11.88 <12.04 <12.16
vuds_cosmos_510786441 <0.101 <0.190 <0.213 <11.00 <11.27 <11.32 <11.65 <11.92 <11.97
vuds_cosmos_5110377875 <0.161 <0.311 <0.428 <11.22 <11.51 <11.64 <11.90 <12.18 <12.32
vuds_cosmos_5131465996 <0.139 <0.198 <0.299 <11.14 <11.29 <11.47 <11.79 <11.94 <12.12
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Fig. B.2. Cutout images of the continuum-detected non-target sources. The red and the gold contours indicate the 3.5σ and 5σ levels, respectively.
The white crosshair indicate the phase center. The sources are ordered by decreasing SNR.
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Fig. B.3. Fig. B.2 continued.
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Table B.3. Characteristics of the continuum-detected non-target sources (serendipitous detections and possible neighbors of our targets). The
columns are similar to B.1. The process used to deboost the flux measurements is explained in Sect. 3.9. SC_1_CANDELS_GOODSS_32 and
SC_1_CANDELS_GOODSS_38 are the same source observed with the different spectral by two different but slightly overlapping pointings. We
kept both in the catalog, since their observed frequencies are sufficiently different to provide useful independent information. The measurement
uncertainties do not include the calibration uncertainties (∼4.5 % on average and up to 10 %, see Sect. 2.3).
Name RA Dec Freq. SNR SNR Sν Sdeboostν
h:min:s deg:min:s GHz (tap.) µJy µJy
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 10:00:54.49 +02:34:36.09 349.1 118.3 82.1 8240±90 8240±562
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_859732 10:00:00.41 +02:36:12.37 348.4 44.3 34.3 4393±118 4393±318
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_680104 10:01:10.52 +02:19:52.77 350.2 40.2 32.7 3542±104 3542±260
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_910650 10:00:23.25 +02:40:54.91 290.6 40.0 34.4 4220±122 4220±309
SC_3_DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 10:00:08.36 +01:56:06.65 295.7 34.7 29.1 763±26 763±58
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_848185 10:00:20.70 +02:35:20.35 307.6 30.8 26.0 5983±227 5983±469
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_843045 10:00:12.94 +02:34:34.94 283.7 27.8 23.9 4226±179 4226±341
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_493583 10:00:23.08 +02:03:05.60 349.4 27.4 22.0 1860±82 1860±150
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5110377875 10:01:32.38 +02:24:23.89 349.4 23.7 25.2 3512±163 3492±334
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_510148750 09:59:22.53 +01:59:36.21 350.1 23.0 21.7 1428±73 1428±122
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_357722 09:59:52.36 +01:49:53.60 289.0 22.5 16.9 1344±71 1344±111
SC_3_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 10:01:09.79 +02:28:40.71 289.4 21.2 16.6 1123±63 1123±96
SC_3_vuds_cosmos_5110377875 10:01:32.17 +02:24:36.54 349.4 18.2 16.9 2216±144 2216±209
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_722679 09:59:44.78 +02:23:40.03 288.1 15.9 11.2 447±34 447±45
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_420065 10:01:23.86 +01:56:13.45 289.1 15.3 10.6 929±72 929±93
SC_1_CANDELS_GOODSS_38 03:32:16.42 -27:41:16.90 294.5 14.1 13.1 1022±85 1022±113
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_683613 10:00:08.97 +02:20:26.65 295.8 12.9 12.3 2854±266 2847±349
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_628137 09:59:55.54 +02:15:11.49 291.1 12.4 10.8 1784±176 1781±219
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_420065 10:01:23.86 +01:56:05.61 289.1 11.8 10.2 383±37 381±50
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 10:01:10.73 +02:28:21.60 289.4 11.8 10.7 881±86 875±114
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_910650 10:00:23.18 +02:40:58.44 290.6 11.6 8.5 565±58 563±72
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 10:01:13.91 +02:18:42.53 347.2 11.1 10.1 934±102 925±131
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_628137 09:59:54.67 +02:15:26.14 291.1 11.1 9.5 549±59 546±74
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_933876 09:59:35.98 +02:43:06.78 356.3 9.6 7.7 771±93 763±116
SC_1_CANDELS_GOODSS_32 03:32:16.41 -27:41:16.82 356.2 9.6 9.5 1637±203 1614±257
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_351640 10:01:29.51 +01:49:29.36 290.3 9.5 10.1 690±80 681±105
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_494057 09:58:29.19 +02:03:15.37 295.7 9.3 6.8 766±106 755±130
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 10:00:08.33 +01:55:58.44 295.7 8.9 6.9 243±33 240±41
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_630594 10:00:32.77 +02:15:38.08 353.9 8.8 6.9 1311±180 1294±220
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_790930 10:01:28.39 +02:30:17.77 290.9 8.3 7.1 1144±177 1122±214
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 10:00:09.09 +01:55:55.21 295.7 8.3 6.6 578±85 567±105
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_460378 10:00:11.82 +01:59:58.41 302.3 8.2 8.4 680±117 666±137
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_683613 10:00:09.24 +02:20:21.95 295.8 7.8 7.8 614±91 601±114
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780 09:59:56.83 +02:29:48.24 351.5 7.7 7.7 398±106 389±114
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_926434 10:00:25.79 +02:42:21.97 355.6 7.3 5.7 652±103 640±126
SC_1_vuds_efdcs_530029038 03:32:17.94 -27:52:33.19 356.0 7.3 5.9 4728±773 4617±944
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 10:01:54.18 +02:32:24.89 347.2 7.1 5.2 2223±371 2168±454
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_351640 10:01:29.23 +01:49:20.54 290.3 7.0 5.6 346±58 341±70
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 10:01:13.82 +02:18:40.60 347.2 6.9 5.3 392±87 384±98
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_873321 10:00:04.01 +02:37:24.82 315.4 6.8 5.6 880±164 857±195
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_471063 10:00:16.36 +02:01:05.54 289.5 6.7 5.6 1085±188 1056±230
SC_1_CANDELS_GOODSS_57 03:32:39.16 -27:52:23.00 296.6 6.1 5.5 205±39 199±48
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_869970 10:00:25.16 +02:37:27.53 311.4 6.1 5.3 420±85 406±101
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_442844 09:59:59.50 +01:58:16.74 352.8 5.8 4.8 554±105 535±129
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_586681 10:00:08.78 +02:11:54.12 283.7 5.7 4.5 1832±396 1788±466
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5101210235 10:01:30.95 +02:21:57.33 347.8 5.7 6.0 905±181 871±217
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 10:01:10.68 +02:28:29.30 289.4 5.5 4.0 117±33 114±37
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_224751 09:59:52.80 +01:37:26.82 289.4 5.4 4.8 257±54 249±65
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5101288969 09:59:30.86 +02:20:01.95 290.3 5.3 4.7 224±48 215±58
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_471063 10:00:16.11 +02:01:06.26 289.5 5.2 4.3 488±108 475±129
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_510596653 09:59:18.53 +01:56:21.44 346.6 5.2 4.5 354±80 343±95
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_550156 10:01:00.33 +02:08:14.15 355.6 5.2 4.9 520±117 500±139
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 10:00:54.30 +02:34:27.81 349.1 5.1 3.4 843±180 815±219
SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 10:01:54.69 +02:32:31.32 347.2 5.1 3.8 425±104 408±121
SC_2_vuds_cosmos_5110377875 10:01:31.67 +02:24:29.53 349.4 5.0 4.8 1644±370 1575±437
SC_1_vuds_cosmos_5101013812 10:00:50.66 +02:09:48.17 356.3 4.7 5.0 650±142 623±169
SC_1_DEIMOS_COSMOS_434239 10:01:17.12 +01:57:16.35 352.9 4.6 5.0 521±131 499±150
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Appendix C: [CII] spectra, moment-0 maps, and catalogs
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Fig. C.1. Spectra of the detected ALPINE sources (SNR>3.5). The blue area is the frequency range used to produce the moment-0 map. The red
solid line is the best-fit by a Gaussian. The process used to produce these spectra is described in Sect. 6.1.
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Fig. C.2. Fig. C.1 continued.
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Fig. C.4. Cutout images of the moment-0 maps of our detected [CII] targets. The red and the gold contours indicate the 3.5σ and 5σ levels,
respectively. The white crosshair indicate the phase center. The sources are ordered by decreasing SNR.
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Fig. C.5. Fig. C.4 continued.
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Fig. C.6. Fig. C.4 continued.
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Table C.1. List of detected [CII] target sources. The fluxes were measured in the
moment-0 maps using the 2D-fit method and the luminosity is derived from this
quantity. The [CII] redshift z[CII] and the line FWHM are estimated using the cen-
troid and the width, respectively, of the Gaussian fit of the spectrum. The typical
uncertainties on the [CII] redshift are 0.0005. The measurement uncertainties do
not include the calibration uncertainties (∼4.5 % on average and up to 10 %, see
Sect. 2.3).
Name RA Dec SNR SNR z[CII] I[CII] FWHM L[CII]
h:min:s deg:min:s (tap.) Jy km/s km/s log10(L/L)
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873756 10:00:02.72 +02:37:40.04 32.6 32.7 4.5457 5.84±0.21 526±13 9.56±0.02
DEIMOS_COSMOS_818760 10:01:54.86 +02:32:31.53 26.7 29.4 4.5613 6.92±0.27 276±13 9.63±0.02
vuds_cosmos_5101218326 10:01:12.50 +02:18:52.55 26.6 26.9 4.5739 2.92±0.13 229±13 9.26±0.02
DEIMOS_COSMOS_488399 10:03:01.15 +02:02:35.82 26.2 25.4 5.6704 1.24±0.06 303±13 9.03±0.02
vuds_cosmos_5110377875 10:01:32.33 +02:24:30.27 18.5 20.4 4.5505 2.77±0.17 234±13 9.23±0.03
DEIMOS_COSMOS_848185 10:00:21.50 +02:35:10.91 18.3 19.9 5.2931 2.06±0.12 275±13 9.20±0.03
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494057 09:58:28.50 +02:03:06.58 17.1 17.9 5.5448 0.86±0.06 217±13 8.86±0.03
vuds_cosmos_5100822662 09:58:57.91 +02:04:51.40 14.9 14.0 4.5205 1.28±0.11 208±13 8.90±0.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_552206 09:58:26.78 +02:08:26.93 14.8 15.9 5.5016 1.84±0.14 365±13 9.18±0.03
DEIMOS_COSMOS_683613 10:00:09.42 +02:20:13.91 13.6 12.6 5.5420 0.95±0.08 216±13 8.90±0.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_627939 10:01:04.86 +02:15:14.20 13.0 13.0 4.5341 1.17±0.10 252±13 8.86±0.04
vuds_cosmos_5180966608 10:01:37.47 +02:08:23.28 12.5 17.3 4.5296 2.23±0.18 243±13 9.14±0.03
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725 10:00:13.54 +02:38:16.85 12.3 12.3 4.5777 1.09±0.10 198±13 8.84±0.04
CANDELS_GOODSS_32 03:32:17.00 -27:41:14.09 12.3 12.2 4.4105 1.38±0.14 279±13 8.91±0.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_396844 10:00:59.64 +01:53:47.23 12.1 12.4 4.5424 1.86±0.17 287±13 9.06±0.04
vuds_cosmos_5100994794 10:00:41.17 +02:17:14.25 12.0 11.8 4.5802 0.89±0.08 230±13 8.75±0.04
vuds_cosmos_5100541407 10:01:00.92 +01:48:33.66 11.4 12.6 4.5630 1.90±0.19 177±13 9.07±0.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_630594 10:00:32.61 +02:15:28.44 11.2 9.5 4.4403 1.04±0.10 260±13 8.79±0.04
vuds_cosmos_510786441 10:00:34.30 +01:59:21.14 11.1 11.3 4.4635 1.10±0.12 224±13 8.82±0.05
vuds_cosmos_5100969402 10:01:20.12 +02:17:01.27 11.0 10.1 4.5785 0.83±0.09 291±14 8.72±0.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_494763 10:00:05.10 +02:03:12.08 10.5 9.1 5.2337 0.63±0.07 253±14 8.69±0.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_372292 09:59:39.15 +01:51:28.07 9.6 8.4 5.1364 0.53±0.07 289±14 8.59±0.05
vuds_efdcs_530029038 03:32:19.05 -27:52:38.15 9.2 11.0 4.4298 1.17±0.13 367±14 8.84±0.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_539609 09:59:07.27 +02:07:21.19 8.9 8.0 5.1818 0.65±0.09 287±14 8.69±0.06
DEIMOS_COSMOS_880016 09:59:55.16 +02:38:08.18 8.6 8.7 4.5415 0.89±0.12 274±14 8.74±0.06
DEIMOS_COSMOS_773957 10:01:10.05 +02:28:29.00 8.5 8.8 5.6773 0.48±0.06 344±13 8.62±0.06
DEIMOS_COSMOS_493583 10:00:23.36 +02:03:04.32 8.3 7.3 4.5134 0.70±0.10 198±13 8.64±0.06
vuds_cosmos_5100537582 10:01:33.51 +01:50:20.40 8.1 7.7 4.5501 0.71±0.11 206±15 8.65±0.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_308643 10:01:26.66 +01:45:26.16 7.7 6.4 4.5253 0.92±0.14 406±40 8.76±0.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_873321 10:00:04.06 +02:37:35.91 7.5 8.2 5.1542 1.27±0.14 201±13 8.98±0.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_434239 10:01:17.11 +01:57:19.44 7.4 8.2 4.4883 2.31±0.27 497±13 9.15±0.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_733857 10:01:19.91 +02:24:47.47 7.3 5.6 4.5445 0.78±0.12 226±13 8.68±0.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_422677 10:01:59.46 +01:56:12.88 7.1 5.5 4.4381 0.70±0.12 233±14 8.63±0.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_519281 09:59:00.89 +02:05:27.66 6.7 5.8 5.5759 0.64±0.13 282±14 8.73±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 10:00:54.52 +02:34:34.38 6.5 6.5 4.5537 0.73±0.13 250±15 8.66±0.08
DEIMOS_COSMOS_454608 10:02:43.36 +01:59:20.74 6.5 7.0 4.5834 1.03±0.17 232±15 8.81±0.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_417567 10:02:04.12 +01:55:44.23 6.4 6.9 5.6700 0.36±0.06 310±16 8.50±0.08
vuds_cosmos_510596653 09:59:18.28 +01:56:17.08 6.2 5.2 4.5681 0.28±0.05 62±13 8.24±0.08
vuds_cosmos_5100559223 10:00:53.13 +01:51:53.50 5.9 6.8 4.5627 0.70±0.13 143±13 8.64±0.08
DEIMOS_COSMOS_351640 10:01:29.08 +01:49:29.67 5.7 5.0 5.7058 0.27±0.06 132±13 8.37±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_432340 10:02:09.54 +01:57:05.53 5.5 4.5 4.4045 0.60±0.15 151±13 8.55±0.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_709575 09:59:47.07 +02:22:32.95 5.5 4.2 4.4121 0.50±0.11 254±16 8.48±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_834764 09:59:35.73 +02:34:00.55 5.4 5.7 4.5058 0.92±0.19 254±17 8.75±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_416105 10:02:45.66 +01:55:36.02 5.3 4.9 5.6309 0.16±0.03 202±14 8.13±0.10
vuds_cosmos_5101244930 10:00:47.64 +02:18:02.22 5.0 3.9 4.5803 0.81±0.17 577±35 8.70±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_403030 10:00:06.55 +01:54:21.22 5.0 5.6 4.5594 0.74±0.16 168±14 8.67±0.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_536534 09:59:53.24 +02:07:05.34 5.0 5.4 5.6886 0.90±0.18 621±21 8.90±0.09
vuds_cosmos_510605533 09:59:24.59 +01:52:42.75 4.9 2.6 4.5019 0.43±0.11 504±31 8.42±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_845652 10:00:51.60 +02:34:57.37 4.9 4.8 5.3071 0.45±0.12 339±17 8.55±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665509 09:58:56.45 +02:18:39.39 4.8 5.8 4.5256 1.38±0.31 372±17 8.93±0.10
CANDELS_GOODSS_75 03:32:32.57 -27:47:53.43 4.8 4.3 5.5666 0.39±0.09 503±15 8.52±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_742174 10:00:39.14 +02:25:32.60 4.8 3.8 5.6360 0.17±0.04 139±14 8.17±0.10
CANDELS_GOODSS_38 03:32:15.91 -27:41:24.37 4.7 3.9 5.5721 0.31±0.09 392±28 8.42±0.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_814483 10:01:27.12 +02:32:10.51 4.6 5.6 4.5810 1.27±0.29 360±14 8.90±0.10
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Table C.1. continued.
Name RA Dec SNR SNR z[CII] I[CII] FWHM L[CII]
h:min:s deg:min:s (tap.) Jy km/s km/s log10(L/L)
DEIMOS_COSMOS_378903 10:01:11.42 +01:52:06.34 4.6 3.8 5.4297 0.22±0.06 155±13 8.26±0.12
CANDELS_GOODSS_14 03:32:18.94 -27:53:02.74 4.6 3.0 5.5527 0.15±0.04 230±16 8.09±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_400160 10:01:04.10 +01:54:05.14 4.5 3.7 4.5404 0.63±0.16 518±19 8.59±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_274035 09:59:32.46 +01:42:05.68 4.4 3.6 4.4791 0.44±0.12 266±19 8.43±0.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_665626 10:01:14.23 +02:18:42.26 4.4 2.9 4.5773 0.26±0.07 102±13 8.21±0.12
CANDELS_GOODSS_12 03:32:54.01 -27:50:00.94 4.4 3.8 4.4310 0.84±0.25 541±18 8.70±0.13
vuds_cosmos_5101210235 10:01:31.61 +02:21:57.78 4.3 4.2 4.5761 0.36±0.10 145±13 8.35±0.12
vuds_cosmos_5101209780 Multi-component object, see Appendix D.2
DEIMOS_COSMOS_859732 10:00:00.49 +02:36:19.29 4.3 3.4 4.5318 0.70±0.17 326±16 8.63±0.10
vuds_cosmos_5101288969 09:59:30.61 +02:19:53.45 4.2 3.5 5.7209 0.11±0.04 298±18 7.97±0.15
CANDELS_GOODSS_21 03:32:11.95 -27:41:57.46 4.2 3.5 5.5716 0.19±0.06 167±13 8.20±0.14
DEIMOS_COSMOS_680104 10:01:10.14 +02:19:56.07 4.2 3.7 4.5295 0.89±0.27 190±16 8.74±0.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_430951 10:01:18.42 +01:57:02.95 4.1 4.1 5.6881 0.66±0.17 744±77 8.76±0.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_843045 10:00:12.36 +02:34:43.41 4.1 3.6 5.8473 0.26±0.08 158±14 8.38±0.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_722679 09:59:44.91 +02:23:45.97 4.0 2.7 5.7168 0.28±0.10 331±23 8.39±0.16
CANDELS_GOODSS_47 03:32:45.25 -27:49:10.17 4.0 2.8 5.5745 0.16±0.05 237±38 8.14±0.14
DEIMOS_COSMOS_510660 09:59:53.16 +02:04:37.78 4.0 3.3 4.5480 0.71±0.20 540±79 8.64±0.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628063 10:00:52.24 +02:15:15.77 3.8 1.5 4.5327 0.19±0.05 167±26 8.06±0.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_803480 09:59:57.26 +02:31:13.01 3.7 3.1 4.5417 0.21±0.06 125±18 8.12±0.13
CANDELS_GOODSS_42 03:32:39.75 -27:52:58.42 3.7 2.4 5.5252 0.07±0.02 63±13 7.74±0.14
DEIMOS_COSMOS_357722 09:59:52.03 +01:50:06.06 3.6 3.6 5.6838 0.15±0.05 134±13 8.12±0.14
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Table C.2. Upper limits on the [CII] fluxes and luminosities of target sources assuming that [CII] line is in the frequency range probed by the
ALPINE observations. The three methods used to compute them (aggressive, normal, and secure) are the same as in Table B.2 (method described
in Sect. 3.3), but applied to the moment-0 maps. In the absence of any external information, we recommend to use the secure upper limits. If the
source is known to be point-like, the normal upper limits can be used.
Name 3-σ upper limit on I[CII] 3-σ upper limit on L[CII]
aggr. norm. sec. aggr. norm. sec.
Jy km/s log10(L/L)
CANDELS_GOODSS_19 <0.142 <0.157 <0.213 <7.94 <7.98 <8.11
CANDELS_GOODSS_37 <0.138 <0.151 <0.211 <7.93 <7.97 <8.11
CANDELS_GOODSS_57 <0.106 <0.116 <0.143 <7.95 <7.99 <8.08
CANDELS_GOODSS_8 <0.099 <0.108 <0.133 <7.92 <7.95 <8.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_206253 <0.172 <0.189 <0.272 <8.02 <8.06 <8.22
DEIMOS_COSMOS_224751 <0.085 <0.094 <0.119 <7.87 <7.91 <8.02
DEIMOS_COSMOS_298678 <0.131 <0.141 <0.175 <8.05 <8.09 <8.18
DEIMOS_COSMOS_328419 <0.168 <0.180 <0.229 <8.17 <8.20 <8.30
DEIMOS_COSMOS_336830 <0.100 <0.108 <0.148 <7.94 <7.98 <8.11
DEIMOS_COSMOS_406956 <0.134 <0.146 <0.177 <8.06 <8.10 <8.19
DEIMOS_COSMOS_412589 <0.173 <0.186 <0.269 <8.01 <8.05 <8.21
DEIMOS_COSMOS_420065 <0.092 <0.101 <0.143 <7.91 <7.95 <8.10
DEIMOS_COSMOS_421062 <0.097 <0.104 <0.134 <7.91 <7.94 <8.05
DEIMOS_COSMOS_431067 <0.192 <0.210 <0.298 <8.06 <8.10 <8.25
DEIMOS_COSMOS_442844 <0.166 <0.179 <0.253 <8.00 <8.04 <8.19
DEIMOS_COSMOS_460378 <0.139 <0.148 <0.188 <8.05 <8.08 <8.18
DEIMOS_COSMOS_470116 <0.087 <0.098 <0.136 <7.88 <7.93 <8.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_471063 <0.148 <0.161 <0.206 <8.11 <8.15 <8.26
DEIMOS_COSMOS_472215 <0.144 <0.154 <0.190 <8.09 <8.12 <8.21
DEIMOS_COSMOS_503575 <0.087 <0.098 <0.127 <7.87 <7.92 <8.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_549131 <0.140 <0.153 <0.201 <8.07 <8.11 <8.23
DEIMOS_COSMOS_550156 <0.171 <0.191 <0.271 <8.01 <8.05 <8.21
DEIMOS_COSMOS_567070 <0.215 <0.235 <0.322 <8.13 <8.17 <8.30
DEIMOS_COSMOS_576372 <0.117 <0.126 <0.151 <8.01 <8.04 <8.12
DEIMOS_COSMOS_586681 <0.204 <0.220 <0.271 <8.27 <8.30 <8.39
DEIMOS_COSMOS_592644 <0.177 <0.194 <0.284 <8.04 <8.08 <8.24
DEIMOS_COSMOS_628137 <0.100 <0.106 <0.142 <7.94 <7.97 <8.09
DEIMOS_COSMOS_629750 <0.134 <0.148 <0.186 <8.00 <8.04 <8.14
DEIMOS_COSMOS_743730 <0.147 <0.158 <0.219 <7.95 <7.99 <8.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_761315 <0.139 <0.152 <0.215 <7.94 <7.98 <8.13
DEIMOS_COSMOS_787780 <0.192 <0.210 <0.282 <8.07 <8.11 <8.24
DEIMOS_COSMOS_790930 <0.088 <0.096 <0.136 <7.88 <7.92 <8.07
DEIMOS_COSMOS_838532 <0.177 <0.191 <0.268 <8.04 <8.07 <8.22
DEIMOS_COSMOS_869970 <0.097 <0.105 <0.146 <7.87 <7.90 <8.04
DEIMOS_COSMOS_910650 <0.095 <0.102 <0.141 <7.91 <7.95 <8.08
DEIMOS_COSMOS_920848 <0.187 <0.202 <0.287 <8.07 <8.10 <8.25
DEIMOS_COSMOS_926434 <0.181 <0.200 <0.267 <8.04 <8.08 <8.20
DEIMOS_COSMOS_933876 <0.183 <0.200 <0.282 <8.04 <8.07 <8.22
vuds_cosmos_5101013812 <0.185 <0.203 <0.288 <8.04 <8.08 <8.23
vuds_cosmos_510148750 <0.132 <0.143 <0.190 <7.91 <7.94 <8.07
vuds_cosmos_510327576 <0.209 <0.224 <0.308 <8.11 <8.14 <8.28
vuds_cosmos_510581738 <0.163 <0.178 <0.260 <8.00 <8.04 <8.20
vuds_cosmos_5131465996 <0.162 <0.174 <0.251 <7.99 <8.02 <8.18
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Fig. D.1. Cutout of the continuum image of
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725. The three components are indicated and
the figure and their flux densities are listed in Table D.1.
Appendix D: Sources with complex photometry
Appendix D.1: Continuum complexe sources
For most of our sources, the automatic photometric mea-
surements described in Sect. 3.2 are sufficient. However,
a manual deblending is required for some sources with
one or several neighbors. The most complex object is
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725, which was fitted using 3 com-
ponents simultaneously. These three components are shown in
Fig. D.1. Three other continuum sources have a close neighbor,
which disturbs our automatic photometric procedure. They were
also measured manually. All the flux densities are listed in Ta-
ble D.1. As pointed out in Le Fèvre et al. (2019), about 40 % of
ALPINE targets are classified as merging systems (see the crite-
ria in Le Fèvre et al.). For these systems, some deblending will
be needed to properly distribute the observed line or continuum
emission between the different components of the merger. This
deblending of components close to the scale of the synthesized
beam based on optical priors will be presented in a future paper.
Appendix D.2: [CII] complex source
We had less problems with the deblending of [CII] target
sources. Indeed, since the flux is measured in the moment-0
maps, it is very unlikely to find a CO interloper at the same ex-
act frequency. The only possible contaminant is another physi-
cally related object at the same velocity as the ALPINE target.
For instance, DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313 has an extremely
bright neighbor known as J1000+0234 (Schinnerer et al. 2008)
or AzTEC/C17 (Brisbin et al. 2017). This nearby submillime-
ter galaxy is identified as SC_2_DEIMOS_COSMOS_842313
in our non-target catalog, but there is no signal at this position
on the moment-0 map, since the [CII] of this source is at a dif-
ferent velocity.
In the case of close mergers, our three photometric meth-
ods are compatible and tend to measure the total flux of the sys-
tem. However, vuds_cosmos_5101209780 is a bit more prob-
lematic. The ALPINE target is faint, but it has a bright south-
ern companion also detected in the moment-0 map. Some pho-
tometric methods include this component while other exclude
it. We thus decided to perform a manual extraction after having
defined manually two regions corresponding to each component
(see Fig. D.2). The fluxes are provided in Table D.2.
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Fig. D.2. Cutout of the moment-0 map of vuds_cosmos_5101209780
indicating how we defined the two components.
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Table D.1. Continuum photometry for multi-component target sources
Component RA Dec Freq. Flux
h:min:s deg:min:s GHz µJy
DEIMOS_COSMOS_881725
a 10:00:13.55 +02:38:17.08 347.2 105±55
b 10:00:13.49 +02:38:06.39 347.2 81±39
c 10:00:13.46 +02:38:15.33 347.2 163±60
vuds_cosmos_5101209780
a (target) 10:01:33.49 +02:22:09.81 348.0 311±112
b (neighbor) 10:01:33.58 +02:22:10.72 348.0 178±78
vuds_efdcs_530029038
a (target) 03:32:19.02 -027.52.38.43 356.0 125±58
b(neighbour) 03:32:19.12 -027.52.39.47 356.0 77±29
SC_2_vuds_cosmos_5110377875
a (brightest) 10:01:31.68 +02:24:29.58 349.4 994±260
b (south west) 10:01:31.75 +02:24:29:02 349.4 581±210
Table D.2. [CII] line fluxes of the different components of vuds_cosmos_5101209780 (see Fig. D.2).
Component RA Dec Line Flux
h:min:s deg:min:s Jy km/s
vuds_cosmos_5101209780
a 10:01:33.48 +02:22:09.68 1.17±0.25
b 10:01:33.43 +02:22:08.21 2.02±0.28
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